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PREFACE 
· Anyone who studies ceramics or has even a moderate interest 
in ceramics is inevitably going to come across the merits of Japa-
nese pottery. For the Westerner who doesn't travel to the Orient, 
occasional exhibits of Japanese pottery, usually accompanied by 
large collections of Chinese pottery or a number of Korean pieces 
can at times be viewed in bigger cities. Museums in major cities 
have a number of oriental ceramic pieees as part of their permanent 
collection, however, the person who doesn't have access to these 
cities, has to satisfy his curiosity by vie~ing the occasional trav-
eling exhibits or by looking at photographs of pottery in various 
books written on the subject. The diversity of pottery produced 
in the Orient is probably one of the things that bewilders the stu-
dent interested in ceramics at firstJ if, however, one stops and 
considers the Orient as geographically large in addition to the fact 
that the art of l)Ottery making has been practiced here for thousands 
of years, it is not really so incomprehensible to find such variety. 
In studying the evolution of man in the various areas of the 
world, it is interesting to note that where the natural resources 
allowed, the art of pottery making in some sort usually followed 
comparatively soon after creatures appeared that resembled some 
form of modern man. Man did not evolve from lower forms in Japan, 
he migrated from various parts of the Asian Continent and blended 
together into what is today the Japanese race. Whether migrating 
peoples breught with then the knowledge of the art of pottery, or 
whether they discovered the knowledge later in Japan is very hard 
to determine; it is a fact that pottery was produced in Japan be-
fore and during the JGmon and Yayoi Pericds prior te the great cul-
tural inf'luences of China and Korea whieh brought the more advanced 
pottery making methods to Japan. 
It is almost impossible to study Japanese ceramies and ignore 
the tremendous historic influences that have played upon what is 
produced in modern Japan. The Orient, is a oulture entirely dif-
ferent from th West, and within the 01-ient, is fol:lnd the various 
eountries, eaeb usually with clearly distinct cultures. The coun-
tries of' the Orient share common aspeets, but at tbe same time, are 
very different from each other. The fault of most western nations 
when considering the Orient, is to think of all ori ntal countries 
and peoples as being very mueh alike. This is a gross lni.stake. 
Not only are the languages and cultures often times very different, 
but also the physical features of the people themselves are charac-
teristic of the peoples of the particular eountry only. S\lch is 
the eountry of Japan, definitely oriental, yet a eountry that has 
qualities that are found in Japan alone. In spite of the teehno-
logieal achievements and the economic eueeess that has thrust Japan 
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into the world as one of the leaders, Japan is not a western nation. 
All the modern inventions, flashy forms of leisure and extreme imi-
tations of the West is a acade. The old oriental traditions are 
still here, deep]¥ imbedded in the people; also within these people 
lies the ove of beauty and most of all the love of tradition. 
The art of potte:ry making in Japan is based on tradition. Tbe 
arts that were not originally Japanese wer sup lemented at various 
times with arts f:ror11 China and Kor ea starting roughly two thou.sand 
years ago and have since b n improvised upon numerous times with 
certain Japanese modifications that eventually make up these arts 
into truly traditional Japanese arts. The end of the 19th Century 
played a big role in the development of modern Japan and its arts, 
for it introduced a considerable foree of western influences for the 
first time. These western influences, for a brief period of time, 
seemed to .roster the destruction of tbe appreciation of what was o-
riginally Japanese, for it caused a rejection on the part of the Jap-
anese people themselves toward certain aspects that were truly Japa-
nese in .favor o.f western tastes. Eventu lly tbe appreciation of 
Japanese arts was restored to the Japanese people by the influenee 
of certain learned Japanese scholars and also, (oddly enough), by 
the assistance of some western foreigners who were studying the mer-
its of oriental arts. Over the centuries up to the present, Japa-
nese ingenuity and the many influences of Ohina, . Ko:rea and, to some 
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extent, the West have combined and resulted in the varied ceramic 
products of Japan today. 
The validity of the old adage about the law of supply and de-
mand can hardly be disputed. Such is the ~ase with ceramics. The 
need for pottery led to production, and the tea ceremony was the 
greatest institution to foster the production of ce:ramies in Japan. 
The tea cere1110ny was responsible for the demand for fine ceramic 
articles to be used in the serving rites and led to the deep rev-
erence toward fine pieces of ceramics, a respect true in the past 
and true today. 
As a student of ee:ramies, (about .fitteen years ago), I had al-
ways admired the simple, strong qualities of certain types of Japa-
nese ceramics, (mainly of the folk art type). I often compared 
these qualities with the modern Scandinavian pieces that also in-
terested me very much. Any student who studies modern Japanese 
pottery is certain to come across the name or Shoji Hamada. The 
Almost reverent way in wbieh authors depict Hamada and hi_s seeming-
ly magical talents in addition te the picturesque descriptions of 
the small ~ural town of Mashiko, located in the scenic Japanese 
countryside, is bound to instill a st te of awe in the pottery en-
thusiast. Little did I know at the time that I would have an op-
portunity to see and study these things some years lat r at fi~st 
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hand. 
In 1962 I came to Japan thinking that I could adjust rapidly 
to the different culture. After l.'IDleh bew:ilder111ent, it was quit 
obrlou that '1f'il b1gg st difficulty was t h language barrie:r . To 
be an indep ndent trav l. r without th watehtul herding or a tour 
guide is th only way to s u a eeuntry accurat ly; my first task, 
thare£ore, was to start l arning the language. I did start, how-
ever, I waan't aware at the time of wbat di.f'ficulties l would later 
encounter wi tb the reading and writing part of' the language. After 
a few months of cultural adjustment and language lessons I made my 
first trip to Masbiko. My antieipatian was not greater than the 
realization. The scenic setting among the rice paddies and tall 
groves of bamboo as well as the sincerity 0£ the townspeople makes 
this spot, (not too .far from the congestion of Tokyo), a pleasant 
retreat. Little wander the many potters have settled here to find 
intelleetual stimulation among theb' many colleagues away from the 
ehaos found :in a metropolitan eity atmosph l'e sueh as Tokyo. 
Japanolog:lsts have written hundreds or bsoks describing the 
Japanese eha:racter, the Japanese mind, their eustGms; the sub-eul-
tures and the like. The books are, for the most pait, Q.uite ae-
eurate; howev r, (judging from comments of well studied r ade:.rs,. 
including .foreigners who have actually lived in Japan for some time); 
it is my opinion that only a few readers get the actual essence ef 
what the authors have intended to be understood. Whatever tepie 
1s diseuseed eoncerning Japan, there usually can be found a con-
t:radlction. Most authors stress the tact that eonoerning these 
topics, directly or indil'ect~, Japan ts a country or eontradic· 
tions, where no Western coneept ot logic need be present in order 
to appl'ehend any phenomena as being acceptable. Japanese are 
truly said to be the most polite people in the world, but at tbe 
same time they ean be the rudest. The Japanese language itself 
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is full of opportunities to apologize, to bumble oneself and to 
exhalt the other person. A Japanese individual who normalq makes 
use of these lingual opportunities frequently, would probably phys-
ically barge through lines 0£ people, knocking some aside even, in 
orde1' to get a seat on a train and th1nk little of it. This is 
only one of the many examples that could be listed here. Most 
readers would not be surprised at a statement ln rega~ds to the 
Japanes• sensitivity to beauty, yet a statement eoncel'ning the Jap-
anese immunity to ugliness would probably bewilder many. In spite 
of the tact that Japan as a nation is one of the world leaders in 
economics, industry and trade, sbe is backward in her thinking of 
the world and its ma:ny peoples. Amel'ioan mass communications sys-
tems such as television and newspaper coverage can only partially 
compare to Japan's excessive documentaries concerning ev~m the re-
motest countries and Jleoples along with the extreme interest on the 
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part of the gen ral public in Japan's ancient cultural her1ta~ • In 
spite of this apparent worldliness, the average Japanese living in 
Toeyo, (the largest tnetro1>0litan city in the wo:rld, whei•e thousands 
of foreigners are een eaeh year), might star and c:omment direetly 
in front of a fereigner as if oblivieua of the fact ~hat their ac-
tions weYe snnoying ol' embarrassing te the fereigner. Such is the 
situati on in t h Japan of today; however, in the town of Mashiko and 
other cemmuni'~ies where a large pereentage of inhabitants are con-
cerned with tbe arts, the people are different from the average Jap-
anese e~tizen. The 111fl)St impressive q.uality about th pe~ple of 
Mashilro is that they treat the visiting foreigner as an eq'llal, no 
better than themselves, yet no verse. This equal atmosphere sti.ln-
ul.ates the desire to learn. Such has bee:n my experiences and due 
to this atmosphere of eq,uality, I've li>•en able to work on this paper. 
I wish to express my thanks to Dr. Arthur E. Smith, Head of 
the Humanities Depal'tment tot his ef'terts anti consideration. 
An acknowledgement o! gratitude and indebtedness is here made 
to Frofessor Glenn C. Nelson, 1111 et:ramles instruct.or, for sis en-
eoutagement and help. 
Sincere thanks are due to Dr. Florance M. Anastasas~ .fri•nd and 
colleague, for her literary advice; as well as to 1f11 .friend, Dr. Ilru 
Nagata, (dentist and enthusiastic collector ot antique pottery), 
fo't the use of his many books dealing with the subject; and to my 
wife, Mrs. Em1 Landgren, £or he~ endless efforts in transla ion 
and typing. The eonsideration and help of the above named have 
made possible the opportunity for graduate study during the 1971-
72 schoel year. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE 1iJISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF JAPANESE CERAMICS 
The correlation between eeramics and the f)hilosophies of a 
certain eountry at a certain time might seem rather irrelevant, 
however, further examination, often times brings ta light the 
deep connection that people's philosophies play upon art produced. 
In any feudalistic society, there are extremes of social classi-
fication, which, when well established, perpetuate themselves. In 
Japan, in the early days, the power of the shogunate government 
provided two top-lev~l strata of culturally aceomplished individ-
uals. At that time the Imperial Court had no power. Over a 
period of time the declined wealth of the daim:yoa foreed ~them in-
to a secondary position while a newly created 'Wealthy commercial 
class became the arbiters of national culture. This was a ehange 
in the social strata that bad prevailed before when the samurai 
were in control of the power, and the commercial class or mel"chants 
were looked down on by all. A natural cerollal'y of wealth is lei-
sure, and leisure provided opportunity for development of the ap.-
preeiation of culture; in other words, "art••. Throughout the bis-
tory of Japanese ceramic art there has always been influence of 
top-level social strata on the potter's products. 
This would seem to indicate a elass preference for elaborate 
and richly decorated wares. At the same time, the aesthetics 
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that arose from Zen Buddhism and became associated with the tea 
ceremony cultivated an appreciation of extremely unpretentious and 
severely simple ware, especially tea utensils. The selection of 
a potter 1 s wares for the tea ceremony use assures its continuation 
aa a simple, unassuming product, usually undecorated and bearing a 
single-color glaze. 
Tea was not native to Japan, but as early as 729 A.D. the Em-
peror Shomu served tea to one hundred monks at bis palace in Nara. 
It was not until 80l A .D. 1 however, that the monk Saicho brought 
the first seeds to Japan from China and planted them on Mr. Hiei. 
The rapid spread of the Zen philosophy carried the tea ritual 
and the tea ideal of the Sung Chinese to all parts of Japan. By 
the 15th Century, the tea ceremony had become an independent se-
cular performanee, largely because of the Shogun Yoshi.mass Ashi-
k,aga (1435-1490). The ceremony was more than a performance; it 
was the stage, the matrix, the nourishment for the growth of a 
unique aesthetic that subsequently came to permeate Japanese 
thought and art, and it created a taste and appreciation of ce-
ramics st:J?ll very much alive at present. 
With the secularization of the tea ceremony, there arose 
certain individuals whose understanding of tea and depth of per-
ception of beauty led to their designation as tea masters. These 
men interpreted the tea formalities and the aesthetics of tea, and 
thus set the standards of the tea eeremony and of an aristocratic 
taste, which later diffused and spread throughout Japan. They 
selected the utensils to be used in the ceremonial serving of tea 
and rejecting the extraordinary; they favored the unpretentious 
items of daily use which originally did not have connection with 
tea at all. These men saw and appreciated the unusual beauty in 
the cemmen, simple and the ordinary. This type of beauty is ex-
pressed in one word, shibui_, whieh means restrained, simple beauty 
and nuance. 
Over the past five centuries the tea ceremony bas continued 
in Japan. Throughout the pe:riod of time 1-t has haa a lasting ef-
fect on the work o.f the Japanese potters.. The ujority of indi-
vidual contemporary potters produce tea ceremony •a,e, in tact, it 
is rather unusual ii' a potter does not. There 1prebably ie no other 
factor that bas influenced ceramics in Japan for sueh a long period 
or tim& as the tea ceremony. 
What is considered today as being the aesthetic aspects of the 
tea ceremony, were unknown in the early days mainly because of the 
lack of purity. The reason for this was the flood of things com-
ing from China being used out of context from their original Chi-
nese intent. Reflecting upon the matter forced the Muromachi Sho-
gunates and mainly Shogun Yosbimasa Ashikaga into setting up an e-
valuation committee having three j udges to dis~e:rn whether or not 
the imported articles and customs from China were worthy oi i'eten-
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tion. The three judges all bore the same famiq nam of Ami, name-
ly; No Ami, Gei Am1 and Ai Ami and their pa:rt1eular position ean 
well be imagined as 'being important for that time.l Because of this 
eritieism on the part of people exceroising authority, the gaudy col-
or combinations that were often fo~na in Chinese preduets were 1g-
nored in favor in taste to the bare, simple Japanese style room in 
which tbe tea ce:remony was held. 
Juko Murata (l.422-1502), who waa admired later as the founder 
of the tea ceremony, was bern to be raised as a priest of the Sai-
myo T mple 1n Nara. In Nara, whe:re J-uko was raised, tnet existed 
a type of tea Hremony party called "Rinka~ ... Cha-No-Yu", which we ean 
assume that Juko greti1 up t0 klaow well. This type of tea ceremony 
party consisted of a group of men gathe1d:ng in a tea heusa for the 
purpose of drinking tea. This was not a quiet, sedat affau, as 
we know the tea ceremonies ot today to 'be, but instead the m n talked 
loud and lust.fully, and when th.e conversation had stimulated the de-
sires adequately, the entire party adjeunsd to a bathhouse where up-
on, tbe tea party geers and specially provided female litatb attendants 
proeeeded to earry out a Japanes• type &f orgy, popular at that time. 
Juko being the ae thetio type rather th.an the lustful type, realized 
that this was not b auty and proceeded to create a more aesthetic tea 
ceremony. 
l 
That the JUoges had the same name 1nay or mar not indicate bleod 
or marital relationship. 
In 1471 Juko performed his version of a tea eeremony in the 
presenee of Shogun Ashikaga at t.be Shogun's official residence. 
His beautiful and pro.round movements attracted net only the Shogun, 
but also all the attendants. This was aetual.ly the beginning of 
the real tea ceremony. At this }i>Oint the beauty of mainly the 
simple, unpretentious articles made in Japan was diseovered. In 
comparison to articles from China, Japanese Htieles had a more 
serene feeling to them. 
Juke built a speeial hut, in size exactly a .four and one-half 
tatami mat room,2 £or the purpose of holding the tea ceremoll1es. 
Soju, Sochin and Sogo, all Zen 'riests, .followeti Juko anc:i also built 
tea houses in Kyeto. Although the tea eeremeq started eut among 
these priests, it paduall.y spread to wealthy mel'ehants in Sakai, 
(Osaka), and was pl'actieed in certain af'luent circles of that time. 
Jo-o Takeno (1$02-15$5) was born as a son 0f a very w altby 
leather dealer 1n Sakai. In ordtlr t$ be :refined, at tne age of 
twent1-four, he went to the capital, (Kyoto). He studied waka, (a -
kind of Japanese poetry), under a nobleman who was famous for bis 
high education, and th tea cerenwny under Sechin and So go. When 
he finally mastered the tea eeremony, he to9, built a tea house; 
however, his was more simplified than the one Juko had built. 
Sen-no-likyu (1522-;$,2) was born ir• Sakai as th oldest son of 
Sen Ami who was one of the judges serving Shogun Yosh:imasa Ashikaga. 
One tatami mat is abo~t two feet by s~ feet in size. 
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Ht first studied the tea ceremotq under Doehin Kitam.uld, of the Jo-o 
school, but later became a pupil of Jo~o in 1540. Attar spending 
his training period 1n Sakai with his tea eeremony-friends, Sokyu 
Imai and Sokyu Tsuda, he had the honor or performing his ceremony for 
SbogUn Nobunaga Ooa. !hi event leC!l to his becoming an influential 
master of the tea oeremeny and he later performed tor Hideyoshi Toyo-
tomi. 
These events were a type of culmination of all of .Rikyu •s dreams. 
They were a symbol of strength l"esulting .from the achievements of 
mastering an aspe.ct of aesthetics. This proved to himself as well 
as others that the tea ceremony was not a fanciful hob~y and it made 
Rf.kyu •s desb:es ot perfecting this art even. more strong. He pursued 
this by efforts of even more simpillieation in relation to the place 
where the ee:remoey would be held as well as the utensils to be usecl. 
In spite of the apparent sueeessess aehieved by Rilcyu 11 his career 
was ended when be committed hara-kiri, (disembowelment), in 19)2. 
The tea eeremonies held at Shogun Asbikaga 1 s palace during his 
re1gn were called Shin tea eeremosies. Thes were rather extrava--
gant affairs with the emphasis being anrthing but simplicity using 
utensils tbat were imported from China ineluding paintings, por¢e-
lain wares, dyed and woven fine Silks and intricate metalwork from 
Sung and Yuan Dynasties which were coveted by the people of the 
courts at that time. 
The tea ceremony guided by Juko, Soju and Jo-o regarded as Gro-
no-Cha 1n which utensils produced in Japan started to be used such 
as JJizen ware, Isa ware and Shigaraki ware and othel's. Juko was in 
Fig. l. The. entrance to a private tea house preserved 
intact since 1790,(Edo Period). 
1 
Fig. 2. f artaker s bowing as they enter the tea house 
prior to the ceremony. 
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favor of Chine•• celadon while Jo-o preferred Seto ware. In a book 
of tea published in 15$4, Seto, Imogashira, Shigarald, iizen and lo-
:rean porcelains "Were mentioned as desirable tea bowls. Towud the 
end of the Tenmon Era (1531-1554) an inclination toward the Wab1-no-
Cha, (lonely tea), which is sti'l.l practiced today, was popular among -
the •rchants in Sakai, Hakata and Kyoto. 
In a book •ntitled "Bunrui Soj:lnld.. tt 1 which was published in 
15641 we find the following: 
"We do not need luxurious cups, bowls, and paintings troa China 
a.ny longe21 • 11 
People at that time gradually took int••est in bowls from Korea 
that wer not as pretentious as their Chinese c:ounter,pal'ts. The 
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Korean ceramic items had simple · esigns an rather dull color • It 
is rather natural that hese utensils -wou d tend to beco~,1e part of 
the tea ceremony that was gradually becoming more refined and re-
strained. The new men of power at the time, namely Nobunaga Oda 
and Hideyoshi Toyotomi also were in great, esteem of the Korean u-
tensils, especially the Ido bowls. In. sptte of this esteem, they 
still eould not resist collecting the very elaborate Chinese pot-
Fig. J . Arranging the charcoal for heating the water is the first 
part of the tea ceremony. 
Fig. 4. The interior of a tea house showing the 
utensils ready for use. 
tery and paintings for the purpose of exhibition. This was done 
as a kind of symbol of power and wealth to be displayed to all 
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subjects included in their reign. 
It was during the Tensho Era (1573-1?91) that Rikyu, Sokyu 
and other tea masters began to have special bowls made at kilns 
in Seto, Bizen, Shigaraki and other pottery centers. In Rikyu 1 s 
world, there were two important aspects that he had to consider. 
One was his position in relation to the power of the land and the 
other was his sincere philosophy of Zen. He could not forget 
Fig . 5. With only th sound of boiling water, the 
-near silence of the tea ceremony aids the 
participant in finding peace of mind and 
forgetting bis worldly trials. 
ll 
Fig. 6. The admiration of the bowl is part of the 
formalities of the tea ceremony. 
that because of Hideyoshi's support, his philosophy had been ac-
cepted by so many. Neither could he forget that Hideyoshi's 
taste leaned towHd the showy, extravagant, flamboyant type of 
ceremony and he would have to comply by adapting to this type of 
ceremony. On the other hand, since he bad acquired the rank of 
"Head Tea Master", he was in the position to be somewhat of an 
individualist, and he put his own Zen theory into praetice with 
the tea ceremony. In 1586 he requested of Chojiro Raku that 
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bowls be made by the Raku method to be used in his tea ceremonies. 
Rikyu found the simple, irregular shapes and the muted eolors lent 
l.3 
themselves to his type of simple ceremony. During the latter part 
of his life, he repeatedly held tea ceremonies in two or four and a 
half tatami mat rooms. The utensils being Shagarald. or Seto ware 
pitchers with Raku ware bowls and a square iron covered pot. The 
combination of these utensils show Rikyu 1s Wabi-no-Cha philosophy. 
He stated that the true tea ceremony should be centered in the at-
mosphere present in a simple and very quiet hut. Both performer 
and partaker should strive to forget their personal problems that 
were associated with their private lives. Quietness with only the 
melodic sound of the boiling water, tbe simple sereneness of the 
furnishings and utensils found in the tea house and the grace£ul, 
stoie movements of the performer should be concentrated on. This 
would aid in a person's search for quiet beauty and peace of soul. 
The tea ceremony started with the philosophy of Shin, progressed to -
Gyc and finally came to the~ stage. Tl:le ~philosophy was Rikyu 's 
ideal and it culminated all his philosophical desires when he was 
able to integrate the use 0£ Chojiro 1 s Raku bowls. 
The tea ceremony in Japan is practiced with as much enthusiasm 
today as it was formerly; however, there are some aspects that have 
changed. 'Whereas formerly the tea ceremony was studied by mostly 
men, the majority of the students of the present tea ceremony are 
young girls preparing themselves for marriage. The apparent lack 
of philosophical interest on the part of the majority of the stu-
dents is more than compensated for by the vast number of partakers 
that support this traditional Japanese institution and aid in e-
conomical. aspects of the ceremony's procreation. Because of the 
interest and support of potters and their products by the advo-
cates of the tea ceremony,, there probably is no other phenomenon 
today that is more beneficial to the art of pottery making. 
Koetsu Honami was born i.n 1558 an• died in 1637, his life span 
being during the Muromachi and Momoyama Era a. He is still known 
as an artist whose life ia an example of various talents, $pecial-
izing in not one media, but many. He excelled as a designer 0£ 
lacquerware, painting and publicationsJ however, he did actually 
make pottery and calligraphic scrolls, tbe later being especially 
fine pieces of art. His designing ability lives today embodied 
in h1s lacquerw.are and especially in a public~tion entitled, 
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· 11Sagabon". 
Jokei Raku and bis son Donyu Rak:u were prominent .Ralru potters 
during the same time as ICoetsu. They had done research on and 
improved t he Raku ware process from Chojiro 1s time. In the mid-
The publication of a book entitled Sagaben played a big part 
in the spreading of Koetsu's styl of calligraphy. This book was 
a joint work of Koetsu and a man named Soan Suminok:ura and con-
si ted of The Stort of Ise, The Diary ot Ho~o and ether classical 
literature. Saga on was ~ritten on beaut! u1 paper with such ele-
gance tha t it was h!ghly val~ed in lllDSt elite homes of Kyoto. 
dle part ot the le1eho Era (1596-1614; tbe latter part of the 
Azueb1-Momoy.ama Era}, they devised a Raku kiln that had a better 
temperature control, thus producing improved glaz s. A new type 
of gl.ase that the Rakus used was glossy instead of a matt glaze, 
and it l nt itself well to the enhaneement of tea bowls. 
When Koetsu was fifty, he moved to a lace called Takagandne 
and built a kiln to produee his own origin lly designed bowla. Dur-
ing that tbe Koetsu consulted the Baku often tor advice, and it 
is bel1eYed that be used tbe sa'lle glaHs as the Rakua did. 
It is said that a Raku potter's personality 1 faithfully r -
fleeted in the .f'ol'm and charm 0£ the bowls produced. A strona-
minded potter's bowls will be strong in feeling while a potter ot a 
gentle nature prod:uc • bowls with a gentle ebaraoter abo\lt them. 
loetn's bowls show an 1bundance of personality and 1 broad and 
spirited disposition, thus, Koetsu must have been of the 11me dis-
position. Certain 'bowls b7 loetS\1 gained such acclaim that they 
were given individual names, the most .famous be1ng Bisbamondo (red) 
(Fig. Y), ~;Jis•n (white), and Shigur• (buck). These bowls gained 
sueh fame that prominent f"am:Uies of Kyoto sought them as possessions 
in the~ homes and their value has been praised to tbis day as price~ 
less art treasures. 
Koetsu was a person who had loved classical literature and this 
love became apparent especially in his raised lacquer wal'e. His 
style instead of being traditional, probably was eonsidered avant-
Fig. 7. The 13ishamondo Raku tea bowl by Ioetsu. 
garde for his day. Ko tsu b sed his de$igns for his lacquer 
works on elaagical stories, but his style was so rre h and new, 
that people seldom w re ble to associate bis works witb th~ clas-
sics from wbicb tb y came. , His scu:ro s were ancient poetry and 
paintings, and his raised lacquer ware w~ .s praised as baing a ravo-
lutionar1 d&velop:ment in the tield of art. 
Seiemon Nonomura was a potter in Tamba around 1650, who w s 
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known in Kyoto for his skill with the potter's wheel and his sue .. 
cessful application of ov r-glaze enamel to pottery. He had form-
erly studied in K3'0to and returned t€> th peac ful atmosphere o:t 
Ms studies to establish a kiln near the palace of Prince Ninnaji 
for the pur~ose of p1oducing pottery for the prinee's use. Ninnaji 
was very impressed with Seiemon's work and bestow•d the t1rst char-
acter ef his own name, (Nin), to $e1emon. SeiemGn colllbined this 
with the first character ot his ewn given name, (Se1)• and came-up 
with his trade name, ''Ninsei", which was to be one of the great st 
names in Japanese pottery. 
After Ninsei's death, a former student, Kenzan Ogat . , carried 
on in the same manner as Ninset. Kenzan eventually worked out a 
style of enameled pottery that d!stinoti, developed into a style 
or his own and the nam , "Kenzann, a CJ'Elated trade name that was 
tradi tiena lly handed derwn frem teacber to apprentice student, be-
came as well known «IS Nin.eel. 
l(enean Ogata was bol'n in 1663, five years a.f'ter his famous 
painter brother, Korln. Th• Ogata. home was enremelf wealthy, 
having inherited a very prosperous by goeds and f'abl'ic dyeing 
bustness from theb peat ... panUathe:r, Dohaku Ogata, wl:lo had been 
mal'ried to an ol.der sister ot Keetsu. Tbe Ogatas were of ~espected 
stoek, being included in a cultural ei~cle of the Imperial Court and 
the leading to~nsmen of Kyoto and they enjoyed the artistic atmos-
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pbere that exllsted in their :.family as a remanent from Koetau • s days. 
When Kenzan and Korin were born, the business and i'am1l7 posi-
tion was on a decline. Their father- Saken Ogata might be blamed 
for the gradual slunip due to his laek or bustn•ss proficiency, how-
ever, be was a highly educated person having studied calllgtaph;y, 
(under loetsu), painting, reading, the tea oerem<>llf and having other 
light accomplishments. The oldest son, Tosaburo was tl'aditionally 
in line to take over th.e Ogata business, leeving ICenzan and lorin 
free to pursue whatever fitted the1r fancies along with providing a 
f1Ufficient supply of money, estate and pessessions for their use. 
lenzan and JCorin wel'e of dif!erent temperaments 1 lorin being 
the gay, care-free type and lenzan being the serious, studious kind. 
ICorin's life was very cole>l'ful, as be was of a sre sod.al nature. 
Xenzan's life couldn't compare to his brother's tot :l.nterestJ how· 
ever, there were times that Kenzan's lite wasn't cetllpletely drab. 
In 1690 When Kensan r•c•1 ved his .father 1 s inhed. tance, at the age 
of tw nty-seven, the tirst thing he did was to change bis given 
name lombei te Sbinsho and he built a quie-&, secluded hut in front 
ot the Omul'a Nillnaji TeJ11Ple. He nanmd this hut, ''Sbuse1do11 , (which 
means a place to learn qu1etl3), and asked a Zen priest te give him 
adviee concerning his decision in choosing that sort of l1f • The 
priest Wl'ote • bea~ti.ful book entitled, "The Dairy of Shuseido", 
and pr ised lenzan' s <ieoision by the following words t.rom bis book, 
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Korin and Kenzan to d0. They bad te do something for a living. 
Thus, Korin ehese to be a painter and Ken.Ian ehose to 'be a potter. 
Kenean had foiim•r'ly studied pottel'y with Ni.nsei whose kiln waa 
located near Shuaeido. He had not <tone this betore ser1ousl.J, onl.7 
as a diversion from the pursuit of Zen ph.ilesophy. At that the, 
be had no finanoial worries, as be 41d later. He bad studied llaku 
ware before as a faney.; 'but after bis financial crisis, it was his 
idea to turn hts former ta.ney into his livelihood. !Ceman' a ea-
gerness was rewarded 1oon. The Prince Olnuro N1nnaj1 g:rantad pH-
mi aion fer the const1'\letion of a kiln :l.n 1699 and in August of t:he 
same year, Kenzan inltiated Ninsei into th dtscove17 of a secret 
t ehnique for preduOing a eertain alaz • JCenzan's kiln was com-
pleted in Septembe!' anti he fired tor th• first time in November 
making the potter1 trom that t1'1ng th• ti.Jtat Ken1an var• ever pro· 
ducee. 
1Cor1n was pleased viib his younger brother'• aucce a and co-
eptrated 1'ro111 the begi~ by pain.tine moat et the decorations on 
Kenzan•s pottery. With Ko:ru•s t'eputation as a painter, the suc-
cesa was even more tnevttabl • Beeause of the lntima01 of these 
two brothers, th _ collaboJ:ated work became popul.al' among art eel.-
lectors. (i"ig. 8). 
In l.701, Xorin left X,oto for Ede (Tokyo) to pursue painting 
atone, leaVing lenzan to design and paint his own pottery. Besides 
the designs that lorin had left him to follow, lelUlan created and 
Fig. 8. A square ceramic plate made and fired 
by lenzan and decorated b7 Korin. 
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perfected new designs that he himself, a very sel!-c~itical person, 
took pride in. 
the actual experience of operating this first kiln helped 
ICenzan i.n learning techniques and expetienee, but it did nothing 
to aequaint him with the !inancul workings of a business. l:ensan, 
who had no previous experience with economics, still lacked practi-
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cal sense. Instead of producing quantities ot plates and wares 
that would be used in large numbers, he spent time-eonswning hours 
decorating plates with Chinese and Japanese paintings, which he 
loved, He ignored certain necessary techniques that should have 
been honored, resulting in a large parcentage of eTery firing thrown 
away as discards. Thirteen years later the kiln, due to financial 
difficulties, came to a halt. This was a trying time tor Kenzan. · 
It gave him an opportunity to reflect upon the past. 
Kenzan was fifty wben he moyed to Mijochojiya-cho. During 
this time, he produced very little pottery that had the original 
lenzu1 eh.arm. It was unfortunate that his work suddenly gained in 
popularity and could be feund in almost every household, for this 
tended to put less value on his work. The reason for lower value 
was that be produced his work according to his customer's requests. 
The customers, usually or ratbe~ mediocre taste, were Kensan's means 
of a livelihood and be comprond.seci, seldom creating things that he 
himself found to 'be meritable. The loss ot Ke>rln as a partner was 
the greatest blow to himself and to his werk. During this period 
in his lite, h• can be eredited with producing only two exception-
ally fine works of art; a round plate with a plum design and a 
yorakumon, (a rectangular cerame box), (Fig. 9}. 
lenzan, being unmarried, wos hairless. Beeause ot this, he 
took en a son of insei as en apprentice and later adopted him of-
ficially as his own son. there are unproven facts to the effect 
Fig. 9. This rectangular box, (yorakumon), is considered to 
be one ot two pieces of art deeud wo:rthy ot Kensan ' s 
talents J)l'oduc•d during a period thought of as a slump 
in his life . 
that this adopted son later became one of the Kansan the Seconds, 
but the validity of this statement still remains ca,uestioned by many 
historiana. 
In 1731; for some unknown reason, Ienzan le:f't the capital of 
Kyoto for Edo, This was very bumbling to anyone of that time, for 
K¥oto had always been considered the center of culture and Edo was 
considered te be a r•ucous country city 0£ little refinement. Up-
on arrival in Edo, Kenzan was able to build a kiln thP·ougb the au-
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thorization ot one of the princes in the area and once again he 
started the production of ceramics. By evidence of production, 
it seems that Kenzan had more than one kllnJ one for the produc· 
tion of porcelain and another f0r Raku ware. Ken1an stayed in 
Edo for five years producing potteey and doing some painting. In 
17.37, a rue bl'oke out 1n Uo, razing a l.a:rge part ot the city and 
destl'oying much of Kensan's work, however, there were enough piece 
saved f»iom the flames to show a .taitly good representation of his 
work. 
After Edo, Xenzan went north to tbe pottery town ot Sano in 
fochigi Prefecture. He stayed there for only one year 1 but in 
spite of the ehortness of time, this was the period when Kenzan's 
work reached a peak of perfection. His we>rks in Sano included 
calligraphy, painting and the decoration of pottery as well as 
poetry and oompoai tien. In Sano, his learned Zen philosophy as 
a youtla merged with bis years 0£ experienee. Nature found 1ts way 
to bis work through Kenzan' s achieved ta ltnts. These wol'ks pro-
duced in Sano ha"Ye been acclaimed for centuries and are known as 
"Sano lenzann and are cons.idered by exp41rt$ to. be some ot the finest 
potte:r7 ever produced. 
Kenaan Ogata died in 1743 at the age ot eighty. His death 
lll$l'ked the end or the tirst generation &f the K•uan ti-adition that 
carried on 1n succession to students, h1end.s, and blood and le al 
relatives. Because of Kenzan's having moved to the Edo area from 
2$ 
Fig. lO. A Sano Kenzan tea bowl with thistle desicns. 
lyoto, the title of Kenaan the Second i s said to have been shared 
by two people, a friend of Kenzan's in Edo and Kensan•s legal son, 
(Ninsei 's natural son), in Kyoto. Fl' om ICenzan the Tbird to Kenzan 
the Sixth the title was held by only one person at a time, however, 
the title of Ienzan the Seventh was again shared by two people, when 
two pupils of lenzan the Sixth 1s, Kenld.ehi Tomimoto and Bernard 
Leach, were given the title. This long tradition dating back to 
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1663 has continued for over thl'ee centuries, each successive gener-
ation being entitled to the guarded glaze formulas and techniques 
used by the previous generations. The death of Xenkicbi Tomlmoto 
in 1963 left the title of Kenzan the Seventh to Bernard Le1eh alone. 
or the seven genarattons, the referenoe of Kensan (with no gener• 
ation namber) always means Kentan the First, whose works are prim d 
as priceless items to represent some et the aost beautiful ceramic 
pieces that have ever been produced in Japan. The beauty of the 
Kenean eeramica in addition to the traditl1.on of c:levot1on to the art 
makes this one aspect of Japan's heritage tc 'be preserved. as a na-
tional historical treasure. 
The Momoyama Era lasted only sixteen years, (l$97-l613), and 
can be designated as the period of time when Hideyoshi Toyotomi was 
in power. 
Hideyoshi was a general under Shogun Nobunaga Oda. During 
eertain diplomatic negotiations w1th a rival Shogun, Nobunaga was 
assassinated, whereupon Hideyosbl, seeking revenge of his murdered 
leader, found bimsel.f in a war, (Yamasaki Gassen, 1)82), against the 
army of Nobunaga's assassin. Hideyoshi won the ~attle and bis Vic~ 
tory gave him great power until bis deatb in 1$98. Dul'ing bis reign 
ot power he built an elaborate 1'8t1denee in Moaoyama Fushimi near 
Kyoto .from where be controlled the land, thus giving the era its 
name. For another thirty-£1ve years after iide7osh1 1s death, eon-
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trolliag faetors changed little, thus many p•ople consider the eta 
to have overlapped into the next era, (Azuchi Era), and historians 
regarding sueh things as ceramics overlook the slight historical 
ciiserepancies, fol' there was little political change in the country 
during this time. A change did oecur, however, when the country 
adopted a nat~onal isolation policy after Hideyoshi's death; and of 
course, this prevented any further influence from the outside for 
sometime. 
During Bideyoshi 1a great years of power, however, much reform 
was noticed in such aspects as politics, economics and culture. This 
retorm was evident to such an extent that it is sometimes called tbe 
"Golden Age of Ceramics". It is s11e that this golden age of Chi-
nese-copied ceramics in Japan was between 1,111 A.D. and 1,125 A.D. 
In the history ot ceramics in Japan, the Momoyama E:ra is considered 
the period in whieh potters produced ceramics that showed the first 
Japanese style, (free with lots of variety), as opposed to the ce-
ramies formerly copied .from China. 
Pelitically, those were feudal ti.mes. Instead ot tke peers 
and priest.s w.bo formerly wel'e 1n power, the samurai had taken over 
and controlled most affairs. A very obvious caste system was es-
tablished, ranking samurai over farmel's, farmers over skilled erafts-
men and lowest of all, the merchants. One of tbe characteristics of 
the Momoyama Era was the extensive foreign trade with neighboring 
countries. Hideyoshi saw to it that foreign countries would be 
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aware of Japan's existence to such an extent, that he temporarily 
suppressed Korea and attempted political ties with the Ming Dynasty 
in China. By doing this he managed to control trade throughout the 
Orient. When he finally died, the exuberance of the era lasted for 
sometime, but due to the laek of someone of his stature to carry on, 
it slewly came to a standstill and the era ended. 
A fashion for the tea ceremony was one of the charaeteristics 
of that ra. Gradually, it became popular among wealthy merchants 
in Sakai (near present Osaka) who went abroad, then with tradesmen 
whose social status was rising, and finally with the samurai. 
Most of the pottery in the Memoyama Era was magni.fi.cient and 
of a free style, re.fleeting the era. Many utensils for the tea 
ceremony were also produced, such as cups, pitchers, vases and in-
cense containers. These eeramic articles were produced at this 
time to such an extent, that this can certainly be called "The Golden 
Age of Tea Ceremony Utensils". 
By the time tbe popularity for the tea ceremony became preva-
lent in Japan, there were already established kilns produeing quan-
tities of pottery. In spite of the inconvenience travel imposed 
on long distance communication, various firing techniques and glaze 
formulas w re traded by potters of the many areas and the art of 
produeing pottery that could serve the use ot the tea masters was 
being carried on. Even though the vai'll.Gus teehlrl.ques were basi-
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cally quite similar, each kiln area had its own peculiarities that 
made the particular work distinctive to the area alone. Of course; 
the natural clay found in the area played a big part in distin-
guishing the product, however, the traditional techniques used by 
the potters were also determining factors. \Jbat is most profound 
is the fact that to this day most ot these particular pottery sights 
still produce pottery basically the same as they dld centuries ago 
and the products still possess the same eharaeteristic 'beauty. 
Tbe word !!!.2,1 C;}f ), is a Japanese word used from ancient times 
to today, ranging in meaning from ease, comfort or enjoyment to hap-
piness. Historical data regarding the use of raku in relation to -
pottery is so vague that we cannot detect its exact origin, however, 
according to one idea, Ameya, a Korean potter naturalized in Japan in 
1525, consolidated the foundation of Raku ware. He bad a wife by 
the name of Sasaki, who was also a potter of known talents, who sue-
ceeded Ameya after his death. She evid ntly had both abill ty and 
taste for tea bowls, for her work attracted the favorable attention 
of the great tea mast r, Sen ... no-Rikyu. Ameya and Sasaki bad a son 
by the name of Chojiro, whe eHried on his parents' work and gained 
some small amount of fame of his own for his c~eation of a ceramic 
gargoyle-type figure of a 110n-dog (sh1sh1), re,uest d by Hideyoshi 
Toyotomi as a roof ornament for bis official residence near Kyoto 
called Jurakudai. (Fig. 11). It is said that because of Hid yoshi 1s 
· Fig. 11. The gargoyle-type figure so admired 
by Hideyoshi. 
admiration for Chojiro's work, he bestowed a gold seal with the 
Chinese character Raku to Chojiro as a token of favor. Because 
of the gift, Ghojire chose the name "Raku". -
Another story contradicts the first by stating that Cbojiro's 
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first black bowls, so highly prized by the tea masters, were called 
by various names such as ''black bowls", 11Cbojiro bowls", "Juraku 
bowls 11 , after the name of Hideyoshi's res1denee, and various other 
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names. Eventually Juraku became the most popular and by sub-
tracting Ju from Juraku, Raku remained. - -
As mentioned before, Rikyu, the well-known tea master dis-
covered the qualities of tbe first Raku bowls to lend themselves 
well to his Zen inspired tea ceremony. Due to Rikyu 1s initiative, 
Chojiro and his mother produced these bowls and later experimented 
to produce more varieties. 
Rikyu had a son by the name of Sokei Tanaka, who also shared 
his father's interest in the arts and, at the age of forty-five at 
his father's advice, became an apprentice to Chojiro and began mak-
ing Raku bowls. Sokei had two sons, Somi, sometimes known as 
Shozaemon and Jokei, sometimes known as K1chizaemon. Somi married 
a daughter of Chojiro the second. In Chojiro the second's later 
years he marri d a grand-daughter of Sokei.4 Jokei also became an 
apprentice of Ohojiro the first, and these two pott rs with thei.r 
combined efforts, produeed some of the most praised Raku bowls cher-
ished to this day. Jokei died at the age of seventy-five, leaving 
a son Donyu, who was also known by the name of Nonko. Donyu also 
continued in his father's footsteps, producing bowls which were all 
called .Raku by this time. - The original gold seal with the charac-
ter Raku given by Hideyoshi to Chojiro was used occasionally as a -
One aspect in relation to pottery history can be seen clear-
ly by the previous marital ties of families to illustrate the con-
cern certain families did bave toward preserving the family tra-
ditions; such were the Raku potters. 
/ 
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stamp for the bottom of the bowls. {These are specially prized by 
collectors.) (Fig. 12). DoillU continued creating pottery after 
his father died, changing his type of glaze from the original dull 
matt to a shiny, bright type that is so distinctive of his time. 
Fig. 12. A tea bowl b1 Donyu showing the raku seal made 
with the gold stamp OhoJiro is s11d to have re-
ceived from HideyotJh1. 
After DonJU, the Raku family progressed in order of generation 
with four th ( Icbinyu), the fifth ( Sol'J1'U) , the sixth ( Sanyu), the 
seventh ( Chonyu), the eighth (.Tokunyu), the ninth (Yonyu), the 
tenth (Tancyu), the eleventh (Xeinyu), the twelfth (Konyu), and 
the thirteenth (Seinyu). The fourteenth, Kicbizaemon Raku is 
presently living in Kyoto, still producing the mach sought after 
Raku bowls.5 
Although the historical backgl'ound of Raku ware is not known 
by many, the actual process is. The firing at a low temperature, 
and the short amount of time required makes this process most ap.. 
pealing to professionals as well as amateurs and brings tbe actu-
al making of the ware witbin the range of any enthusia t . 
The original Raku colors were black, red and wbi te; however, 
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These very eonfusing family trees illustrate certai.n socio-
logical oecurrances of Japanese customs, especially when connected 
with well-known families. In order to spare the reader mueh eon-
£us1on, certain customary facts of Japan should be understood. The 
names of people could be the result of any number of different e-
vents. It was permissable and sometimes customary £or people to 
change their names after receiving an inheritance fJtom their de-
ceased father. It was also common for an artisan of any type to 
be known by a manufactured trade name that could be passed on to 
!utUl"e generations. Adoption of ehildren o:r even adul,ts oecurred 
occasionally in cases where great masters took on promising ap-
prentices. In eases where the bride's family had more social sta-
tus or wealth than the bridegroom•s, the bride's .family name was 
taken by the groom, especially it the bride bad no brothers. Chil-
dren or a mistress could not carry their .tathe:r 's name. Another 
interesting fact is that up until the Meiji Restoration (1868), 
only people of the sooial class of samurai or above could have a 
famil7 name carried on 'by tbe1r children, others were known by one 
given name only. Such was probably the case ot Korean pottefs in 
Japan who were originally prisoners. All these possibilities ex-
isted, therefore, it is little wonder that inconsistancies of the 
·names exist. Moreover, the mysterious unquestioning attitude that 
many Japanese historians have taken concerning such matters adds to 
the confusion. 
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the faeto~ies or Kyoto have added greens, yellows and blues. The 
Raku tea ceremony bowls are still very much in use in Japan today. 
For Raku ware, a white or cream-colored stoneware clay or fireclay 
is usualJ.3 used. The bowls are usually made by hand (tebineri), 
uslng the coil method or the pinch method and have rather thick 
walls in order to withstand the rapid change of temperature dur-
ing firing. 
Since the end of the sixteenth century, the relatively simple 
process of Raku ware has not only l>een the .favorite of Japanese 
amateurs, but also been appealing to the Japanese tea masters. The 
tea masters, influenced by Zen Buddhist philosophy, found -an unique 
pleasure in the direet and primitive treatment of elay. The full 
value of such objects is apparent especially 1n t heir native sur-
roundings. It can be said that the Raku bowls sprang into being 
by the theory of Zen and also lend themselves to the theory from 
which they came. 
The Shigaraki kilns are said to be some of the six oldest kilns 
in Japan dating ba.ck to the early Nara Era, {710 A.D. to 794 ·A.D.). 
Natura.l deposits of coarse, gray elay can still be found in abun-
dance in the area, lying only one meter under the surface of the 
ground. Because or this feature, it was only natural that thls 
area should develop into an area of noted pottery production. 
In the Momoyama Era when the tea ceremony was initiated, the 
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tea masters found favor with Shigaraki ware and since Sakai, (Osaka), 
and Kyoto were rather near, it was on~ natural that these kilns 
would develop due to the popularity of their pl'oduets. Uji, an-
other location in the Kansai area, was and is today famous for the 
production of tea and with the eombination of tea, tea J1asters and 
a favorable public, the wares of Sbigarald, llk-e Iga, found their 
way to the tea houses. 
Shigarald. ware is fired for tuee days and the falling ash 
from the woed fires produce the eharacter1st1c uneven gla1e. The 
products from Shigarald. for the most part consisted ot mortars, 
water~jars and various pots for the use of the peasants in the vi-
cinity. At one time a type of earthen ware teapot with scenery 
painted on the outside called mad.o-e-dobin6 was popular, however, 
the production has been cli.seontinued. (F1g. 13). An interesting 
fact is that the same style of teapot having scenic designs with-
out the window as well as the mado-e-do~in has found its way around 
Japan and both styles are now copied in Mashiko among other places. 
(Fig. J.4). 
The bubbled, misshapen, sometimes erack•d, pieces of Shigaraki 
ware in many respects resemble Iga ware in that both possess a very 
coarse quality about them. This very quality which has long dis-
· Mado-e-dobin means window picture teapot which comes from the 
scenery paiiited on the outside as if viewing scenery through a win-
dow. 'lbe scenery represents Lake Kasumi and Mount Tsukuba found 
in Hyogo Prefecture. 
tinguished Iga ware and 
Shigaraki ware, has es-
tabllshed a tradition of 
pottery that is highly 
esteemed in Japan, a 
country of a long hi tory. 
Fig. 13. A Shigarald teapot show-
ing a S~nsl,ll, (landscape), 
design.. 19th Century. 
Fig. J.4. A Masbiko Sansui teapot. 
19th Century. 
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The history of Iga ware is somewhat complex. Iga kilns in 
Mie Prefecture are very near the Shigaraki kilns, having only a 
small mountain pass separating the two areas. Because of the 
nearness of the two areas, the two neighboring wares slightly re-
semble eaeh ether and the main distinction between the two was the 
kind ef clay used. Iga ware clay was moist and fine, whereas the 
Sbigaraki ware clay was coarse and less plastic. Famous Shigaraki 
pottery that exists today was macle in the Kamakura Era (11'35 ... 1392) 
and the Muromaehi Era (1392-1.$73), but the Iga ware that exists to-
day was made 111 th Momoyama Era and is referred to as !!_ ... Iga; (old 
Iga). 
Iga ware is fired at a very high temperatur _. Because of the 
need for intense heat, the pottery is sometimes bumpy, broken or 
distorted, however, sueh marks are the characteristics of Iga war , 
and these very cbaracteristies are what has attracted people inter-
ested in the tea ceremony te these misshapen yet profoundly streng 
tea utensils. 
Iga ware is .fired from ten te thirteen times to l5oo0 c. Each 
firing requires about thirty hours to reacb maximum temperatures, 
after which the kiln is cooled :tor two days before the ware is re-
moved. The ware is inspected and any completed pieces are set 
aside and the remaining ·Hare is re-stacked and fired again. 
The process £or producing Iga ware would seem to recinire: (1) 
Careful placement of the ware to insure oxidation of the irom bear-
J6 
ing body to produce the red unglazed skin at some spot on the piec • 
(2) Falling pine ash to build up a glaze coating through repeated 
firings. (3) Placement of the piece so that some part of the sur-
face gets very heavy reduction, probably during the tin.al firing. 
During the !inal firing, therefore, the areas of carbon impregna-
tion occur where the smoke and carbon are most intense; the green 
color from reduced 1ron in the pine-ash glaze is produced at the 
point 0£ contact vher the carbon and smoke are less concentrated. 
The stones would paduallf make theh' appearance on the surface of 
the piece, as mor and 1110r• of the clay combined with the ash to 
produce the glaze. 
The clay used at Iga is screened, but small pieces of rock re-
sembling coarse sand are axed with slip after screening. The size 
of the rocks or their composition is such that they do not shatter, 
but after tbe repeated .f1r1ng to which the ware is subjected, tn ·y 
come to the surface of the clay. For centuries tbis coarse, sandy 
surface ctuality of lga ware has &een one o:t its identiiying eharac-
ter1stics. This quality has attracted the tea masters 'because of 
the strong, rugged feeling; hQwever, it might be interesting to note 
that most of the present schools or tea eeremoriy consider Iga wa:re 
and Shigaraki ware as being too tough tor the tea bowls themselves, 
because the coarse texture of the bowls 1s not pleasant to drink 
from; however, the rugged feeling is ideal ror water and ctry tea 
containers. The h1ator1eal aspect in additien to the ae thetic 
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'}uality of lge ware and Shigaraki wa:re has made this pottery a 
treasured item for present day .collectors. Like the feeling of 
Zen, the aimple, restrained beauty is most rewarding to the beholder 
who puts forth the most effort of understanding. 
In th• present Byogo Prefecture there is located the area 
where the ancient 
kilns ot Tamba 
war• round. Ninsei 
is reported to haTt 
come fl'om this area· 
before he went to 
Seto to study. 
Most of the Tamba 
ware was produced 
during the Homo-
yama Era and con-
sisted of such 
things as jars, 
pots and sake bot-
tles all being 
:rough with a 
strong f'eelinc 
sometimes having Fig. lS. Ko-Tamba (Old Tamba) 
A large jar with an uneven 
ash glaze. 
F1g. 16. A Tamba sake bottle with 
a lobster design produced 
during the 17th Centur.1. 
ba:i.•ht. about. ni_ne inchas. 
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glaze that partially 
covered the outside. 
This rough quality 
caught the attention 
of certain tea masters 
that found Tallba ware 
to lend itself well to 
the feeling ot Zen. The 
craftSJl8n t1'om Talllba 
lltl'e true eraf't potters, 
not artisans. For this 
reason, none of the old 
ware was signed. During 
the Momoyama Era the pot-
ters were probabl;y of 
the peasant class wttb 
little literal ability 
nor family name to sign. 
In recent years the 
sa•• area 1s producing 
pott•ry of a modern 
folk-type, however, the 
name used is sometimes 
not the former Tam:ba. 
but instead Tachilali is used, representing the small area found 
within the larger famba area. The dominant color of the Tachikui 
were is • dark brown with occasiona.l contrasts of a white drip 
glaze. Articles euch as bowls, jars, pots and sake bottles are 
produced, many cf which find their way to metropolitan areas where 
the folk craft boem bas become popular. 
The tradition ot Bizen ware stems trom sometime over 1,000 
years ago, when the first kilns wel'e built in Okayama Pr•taeture 
in the Im'.be area ot Waki. County. In l}Sj, befol'e invading China, 
the t:roops ot Htdeyosbi used Imbe as a mass eneaapaent a~ea, Be-
sides the military,. Hide7oshi brought tea masters to perto~m the 
tea ceremony and also invited the local potters to produce wares 
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to be used by the tea masters. One ot the tea masters wae Juko 
Murata, who found such favor with the wares t:Aat be advocated their 
use to his associates including the tamed tea master Jo-o, thus en-
couraging the use and ful'ther p:roduction of Bizen ware. After 
the time of Juko and Jo-o, • noted tea master and intellect by the 
name of Ensbu Kobori al o was attracted to the quality of Bizen waie ; 
however, 'being an ardent advocate ot t:be retintment of articles f:rom 
Kyoto, h preferred a finer and more elegant quality to the tea u-
tensils used. Btcaus of Enshu 'a influence, there was a time when 
cel'ta1n B11en ware was produced that had a SllOOther texture and a 
more relined quality. These were known aa Kyomono (things hom 
Kyoto) and because of Enshu's advocation, a new style 0£ ware was 
produced at the kilns in Bizen. 
Bizen ware produced from the time when it started to the first 
part of the Edo Era is known as Ko-Bizen, (old Bizen), and the wares 
produced later are known as just plain Bizen. During the Kamakura 
Era ana-gama7 were built measuring thirty to fifty meters in length 
with a width of three to four meters. Due to the large size, fir-
ings lasted as long as forty d ys. 
Originally the old Bizen potters used the clay found in the 
nearby hills having a rather smooth quality. Later clay .from the 
nearby riee paddies was used which contained much sand, organic 
matter and other impurities which gave the clay body a very uneven 
appearance. When thrown and dried , the pots were vary bumpy with 
deep striation marks caused by tools used to form the potsJ however, 
due to the extremely long firing, the coarseness became less notice-
able. The firing process is not only interesting because of the 
length, but also because of the various characteristic procedures 
used. Since the time of firing is so long, the clay forms could 
warp and become fused together. In order to avoid the warping, 
rice straw is packed between each pot before firing. Areas where 
the direct fire hits the clay becomes dark burnt red while the areas 
not exposed to direct fire becomes a lighter, brighter red. Because 
Ana-gama is the term meaning the kind of single-chambered kiln 
which is different from the chambered climbing kiln. 
0£ the extremely smoky condition, no glaze is necessary, only . the 
ash in combination with the natural clay body produces the glaze 
which because of the many impurities in the elay body produces the 
natural, desired, mottled effect sometimes called goma, (sesame 
seed). 
Because of the long firing, Bizen ware ia known for its dura~ 
bility and quality. An old Japanese saying states; 
''You ean dash Bizen ware on the ground; it will not break. 
Should Biz n jars be filled with water, the water will re-
main fresh. If you drink sake from Bizen flasks, the sake 
will be more deliciousn.8 
This saying is still repeated. 
The once numerous kilns of the Imbe area have become few. In 
the present Bizen town of Wald County, Okayama Prefecture, the kilns 
are still operating. Although the quantity of pottery produced has 
reduced in number, the kilns are still producing the characteristic 
Bizen ware; however, the young potters with experimental schooling 
have come and, side-by-side with the old potters, are producing a 
variety of pottery that compares favorably with the former estab-
lished reputation. If a traveler should wander in the environs 
of Bizen, the ruins of the former kilns ean be seen, some of which 
greet the visitor as he nears the Imbe train station. 
8 
Takeshi Nagatake, Ceramics in Japan, (Tokyo, 1967), p. 95. 
The exact origin of Karatsu ware is unknown,; however, the ap-
proximate origin can be surmised bT examining certain historical 
evidence. 
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After the ill'Vasion of Korea by Hideyoshi in 1592-1598, the 
daimyes, (clan lords), brought back seores of potters es prisoners. 
In some oases whole villages that engaged in pottery were taken as 
prisoners of war and transplanted to fiefs in Kyushu where they 
lived under the protection of the daimyos and produced wares for 
their particular daimyo's use. 
Due to tmis transplantation of Korean potters, there were 
about a hundred kilns in Karatsu where the potters eventually be-
came naturalized as Japanese citizens and operated the kilns. Dur-
ing the time between 1$96 and 1624, Karatsu wa•e was made ext n-
aively by the methods brought from Korea. Glazing techniques, a-
long with a new style of kiln from North Ko~ea, were imported by 
the Sue potters in the neighborhood of Karatsu. This kiln was 
called the "split bamboo" beeause it resembled a bambeo stalk that 
had been split in twe length-wise and laid with the out sides down. 
The kiln was built on a slope of a hillside and consisted of a num-
ber of long, connected chambers, the partitions dividing the cham-
bers cor;ttesponding to the joints on the bamboo. The new kiln had 
several advantages over the ana-gama, these were ehieflf; a greater 
control of beat during firing, a saving in fuel consumpti~n, and 
increased produetion area. The construction of the split-bamboo 
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kiln soon spread from Karatsu to the surrounding areas in Kyushu. 
In the middle of the 17th Century, a potter by the name of 
Kakiemon Sakaido perfected the first Japanese overglaze enamel 
technique, the most unusual effect being bis vermillion-red over-
glaze resembling the color of ripened persimmons. This technique 
was adopted by most of the other potters in the area who eventually 
changed over to produce nothing but po:reela1n; a very few, however, 
as before, producing articles of daily use for the local farmers. 
Fig. 17. A Karatsu ware jar with an iron black design. 
17th Cant.urv. 
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Karatsu ware has been given credit for having greatly influ-
enced other pottery produced later. The simple, strong feeling 
of the pottery and the improved firing techniques trom Korea al-
lowed for Japanese potters to advance .and create works of art that 
are worthy of their Korean eounterparts. 
According to a historically based legend; between tha Kamakura 
and the Maromacbi Erae, (about 1200-1$7)), Seto in Aichi Pref'ectu:re 
was the center ot pottel'}"-making in Japan. At that time, besides 
Seto, there were kilns in Tokoname, Shig~rald., Echizen, Tamba and 
Bizen. They are called the six oldest kilns in Japan. At kilns, 
other than in Seto, were made unglazed common utensils such as 
water-erocks, jars and mortars which fal'll18rs in the vicinity used 
daily. Seto ware was glazed with elaborate decorations. 'l'be 
articles included vases fer Buddhist shrines, incense burners and 
also articles for daily use such as rice bowls, soup bowls, cups 
and jars. These were considered splendid products at that time 
to sueh an extent that the names for tbe products from the kilns 
of Seto were adopted into the Japanese language and :remain today. 
Words such as setomono, (crock ry or china) and setomoncya, (china 
shop) must have com into being because of the kilns in Seto. 
The founder of Seto wa~e was Toshiro Kato who in 1223 went to 
China as a companion with two Buddhist priests. While the two 
p~iests were pursuing asceticism, Tosh:1.ro studied the art or pGttery. 
After their return to Japan in 1228, Toshiro settled in Sete and 
built a kiln. 'l'he products from this kiln was the first Chinese-
st;yle pottery preduced 1n Japan. 
There has bean much discussion by historians as to the valid ... 
ity of this legend, however, recently discovered evidenee tends to 
verify the truth. of it, and most historians now accept it as tact. 
During tlle Kamakura Era, (ll8.$-l392), the kilns 1n Seto were 
very produetive. The chief glazes tfere ki-zeto (yellow) and ame ..... ......._ ----
(amber). Both of these types were originally types. of celadon 
and were basically ash glazes eentaini.ng iron, the yellow glaze 
centairdng smaller ameunts of iron than the am.bar one. Either the 
Seto potters didn't understand the principles of reduction, or they 
preiei-red the yellow and ambel' over the green and gray celadons 
that weuld have resultea by controlling the reduetiom fires 1 ror 
very little eeladen was predueed while the yellow and amber were 
produced in abundance. 
Bes1des the yellow and ambel'-colored glazed wares of the pe-
riod, tenmoku bowls., (the glaze of wh1eh contained muQh b1ghe'? per .. 
eentage of iron than eitheJ the yellow o:r amber glazes), ware mad 
at Sete. Toward the end of the 16th Century the amber glaze was 
replaced by a brown glaze now known as !!-~eto (old Seto), glaze. 
The growing popularity of the tea oerem.o~ and the resulting de-
mand fol! tea utensils during the latter part of the 16th Century 
resulted in the produetion of the tenmoku tea bewls, (an imitation 
of the Chinese Ming tea jars and caddies). 
Fig. 18. Ko-Seto (Old Seto ware). 
A iarge jar with a chrys-
anthemum imcrinted desien. 
Early in the 9th Century, the use of oeladon glaze was im-
ported from the continent to Owari Province. (This was a former 
land division of wh.ieb the boundaries no longer exist.) The Owari 
ld.lns, which were lo·cated in the Seto a:rea, were the most advanced 
of all tbe traditional Sue ware kilns in Japan. They were eapable 
of reaching temperatures necessary to mature the teldspathie type 
of eeladcm glaze. By the 12th Century, the kilns ln Seto had de-
veloped to the point that the eenter of celadon manufacturing was 
sbU'ted to Set&. With the transfer of eeladon produetion to Seto, 
th,e· al'ea became Japan's greatest center of ceramic production. 
The connection between a philosophy sucb as Zen and the pro-
duction 0£ pottery seems, at fil'st, rather far fetched; however, 
this first chapter has attempted to a.stablish sueh a relationship. 
Because ot the philosophy of the tea eeremony, the reverence for 
potte?y was established and an entire nation was moved eventually 
to be one of tbe eountries in the world wbere pottery has gained a 
distinctive place of importance. Without the influences instilled 
by Zen and the tea ceremony, there would probably bave been a much 
different attitude generat d in Japan toward many of the arts. The 
ini'luenees from Cbine and Korea, in addition to Japanese ingenu.1t1, 
have combined anci eventually culminated into an art form whicb can 
truly be considered Japanese with historical signifieances which 
only enhance the above phenomena into being something of a higher 
form of aesthetics. 
CHAPTER ll 
THE MINGEI MOVEMENT 
From the time that pottery was first produced until the Meiji 
Resto~ation (1868), the individual craftsmen progressed slowly; 
but steadily. The reasons for this phenomenon stem from the fact 
that the craftsmen w re sponsored or partially supported by some 
form of official function be it the Daimyo directl-y or the local 
government. In return, the sponsor gained the products produced. 
This led to the institution of the ~oren potters.9 The potter was 
not just one person wbo worked alone, but usually a family or fam-
ilies who worked together. These families of potters prospered 
using their ancient methods handed down from generation to gener-
ation, their sponsors continually supported then for their products 
were essential to the peasants as well as the samurai. These 
people were £armers as well as craftsmen, very diversified and very 
adaptable. The wares produced :tor the elite were elegant, these 
would never be mistaken .for the common utensils called "folk pot-
tery". Should the wares be £or the common person's use, th.ey would 
A no~en is a curtain hung ove~ the entrance of most any shop 
in Japan as a sort of advertisement or an indication that the shop 
is open, 'being taken down when the shop is closed. The noren pot-
ters used this name indicating that they were officially sponsored 
as a sort of business. 
'be sturdy and rugged a:nd the craftsman producing them weuld be a 
folk potter, not an artisan. The necessities for the elite and 
the utensils for everyday use were equally important, but not pro-
duced by the same type of person. 
After the Meiji Restoration, the samurai no longer exeercised 
authority and with the eventual 1nt:roduction of mass pl'oduetion 
from th west, the former no:ren potters either adapted to the as-
sembly-line type faetory and produced china f0r expo~t er sought 
other work, usually farming. Jr the last part of the nineteenth 
eentu:ry, the folk pottery institution was dying out. A!'ticles fer 
ev&ryday use were valued as only utilitarian bjects, not. ones to 
be admired for beauty. The artisans who had been perfondng their 
arts of decoration of these utensils were unappreciated. Instead 
of admiration for the sb4,bui, comioissers were mimicking th• Euro-
peans and their tben current taste for elaborately decorated over-
glazed ohimi and porcelains. fhe so-oa.lled real artists ot that 
time were the decorators whe speeialized in the tedious task of 
painting alone, for only the workmen specialiraed in throwing el.ay 
on the wheel. One article in partieular that was formerly ignored 
for its beauty and later became very much sought after by eellectors 
was the oil plate. These large shallow plates were placed under 
oil lamps in order to collect the otl drippings. Galligrapbie 
characters and pictures of birds and flowers were usually chosen 
as the design and reeently large nurnbeios of these have been eel-
lected for exhibitions. The large numbers that remain now cannot 
compare to the thousands that were broken and discarded when their 
use was no longer needed. 
The first part of the twentieth century found the public at-
titude toward folkoraft at a low. It wasn't until the efforts of 
certain people stirred the interest of art-minded people that folk-
craft was again appreciated. People such as Soetsu Yanagi, SbGji 
Hamada, aernard Leach, Kenk1chi Tomimoto and Kanjiro Kawai were l'e-
sponsil>le for the revival and spread of a renewed interest of folk-
craft as an art. With the resulting popularity rose the public 
demand for folk.craft objects and an uplifting of the folkcraft art-
ists. 
One of the not worthy achievements in the modern Japan e aPt 
movement is the discovery of the unique aestbetie values of folk 
art. The products of traditional folkoYaft were rejected almost 
too long by critics and scholars, some of wbQJll thought that folk· 
craft was only an unsophisticated reflection of the culture of the 
cities. 
In the complicated and highly industrialized society of mod-
ern days, a freshness and simplicity in arts was needed which could 
not be found in the self-conscious and sophisticated art of the in-
dustrialized present. Beau~y in simple and indigenous creations 
of the ordinary people of small towns and villages had been long 
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overlooked. Folkcraft in truth not only changed tradition over 
generations, but also depicted the actual lives of the people. 
Soetsu Yanagi (1669-1961), born in Tokyo, was an art critic 
and author of many books. He taught at various un!versitiee in 
Japan, and lectul!ed on the history of Japanese Fine Arts at Harvard 
University. More than that, be was a fore1110st scholar of folk-
crafts and led a group of the most excellent and most well-known 
craft8lllen such as Shoji Hamada, Kanjiro Kawai and Kenkichi Tomimoto 
into the folkcraft movement. Yanagi's goals for the Mingei move-
ment were to educate the public to appreciate and enjoy the quiet 
and unassuming beauty of unknown craftsmen's products and to en-
courage the craftsmen to continue the:i.l' production. Exhibitions, 
publications, lectures and sales outlets in the larger cities helped 
people to reali1e the goals . An immediate expression of the move-








(Fig. 19 ), 
in Tokyo in 
October, 
1936 with 
h1s collection of f olkcraft as a nucleus and the establishment of 
a similar type of museum at Kurasbild., Okayama Prefecture :l.n No-
vember, 1948. 
Yanagi wa a graduate of the University or Tokyo, speciali11ng 
in religious philosophy. During the end of the Meiji Era and the 
10 entire Taisha Era a humanist movement came into being as an ener-
mous challenge to Japanese thought. Yanagi was one of the persons 
who was in this movement together with Saneatsu Musbakoji and N oya 
Shiga and published a monthly l1 terary magazine, "Shirakaba " , (White 
Birch). Faith and religious ideals that Ya·nagi had at that time 
gradt.lally turned into learning toward man, especially the eolbmOn 
man and appreciation for beauty which ordinary J>8ople produced. 
Yanagi made several trips to Korea nd initiated a l{or an folk ... 
craft museum 1n 1928 at S~.oul where be accumulated a large eolleo-
ll tion of Yi Dynasty ceramics. 
To Yanagi, true beauty could be found only in the handiwork of 
the unknown y t tl'Ue craftsman. The productions by well-known 
artists are masterpieces to be enjoyed b~ the cultured and wealthy, 
while the objects made by hand for utilitarian purp ses are the 
combination of beauty and usefulness in which uniqueness lies . 
Ill 
The Taisho Era was very short lasting ft'om 1911 to 1925. 
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From the very end of the nineteenth century until 1945 Korea 
w•s occupied by Japan and considered part of the Japanese Empire. 
Japanese folk art is quite different from European folk art whieb 
tends to be gay and colorful with variety of design. In the folk 
art of Japan, solidity, strength, simplicity and directness can b 
found, ex.pressing the spirit of Japanese folk art which can be de-
scribed in one word, sM,.bui • 
Soetsu Yanagi introduced folk arts t.o the public not enly 1.n 
Japan, but also abroad through his lectures and writings. He, 
with Shoji Hamada and Kanjiro Kawai, founded the Nihon Mingei 
!Yokai, (Japanese Folk rt Society) and created an organization that 
bas been active ever sine • They bave promoted Japanese folk art 
through exhibitions, lectures, books and magas!lnes. There are many 
artists today in Japan who either belong to the Mingei !yokai or 
have been influenced by it. Besides Soetsu Yanagi, Sboji Hamada 
and Kanjiro Kawai were (er have been) the leaders of the Ming~i 
movement. There are a few more artists that should be me:nttoned, 
such as Bernard Leach, (a famous English potter who has taken an 
active interest from the start), and Kenkichi Tomimoto who was a 
close friend of Bernard Leach. Without the combined efforts of 
these men~ the M!ngei movement would JD.Gst likely not have developed 
to what it is today. 
"Although he is illiterate and poor, he is a faithful b -
liever. He cannot explain why he 'believes, nor what he be-
lieves in, but in bis simple words, his surprising experiences 
glitter. He does not have anything of material value, yet he 
has gotten an e.ssence of .faith. Even it be didn't catch him, 
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(the) god lent him his hand, and, because of thi , he bas got-
ten steady power. 
I can say the same about this plate that I am looking at 
new. It is only a lowly art1ole whioh is eall•d "aete" l2 
and looked down upon. It does not have a majtstio appear-
ance nor gay make-up, nor did the man who made tbi• plate know 
exactly what he intended to do. Th• process tbat be used was 
not clearly understood by himself. He threw the same thing 
over and over again on a wheel as a believer would chant a 
sutra. He continually repeats drawing the same patterns and 
glazing the same way. What is beaut7? What is the a:rt of 
ceramics? Even though he has not the sense te think 1bout 
theae matters, bis hands are moving rapidly and steadily. It 
is said that a sutra is not the voice or a human. It 1s Bud-
dha's voice. We should say that a potter's bands are not his 
own, but belong to nature. Even if he does not dense b•auty, 
.nature protects it. H puts his heart and soul into the wheel 
and beauty gushes out from the plate by itself as :tall.th comee 
out from an innoeent embraeement ot dtvotion. I keep looking 
and looking at this plate without tiring of it." 
Let us examine JROI'& closely this openin paragraph of the 
"Beauty of Common Vtensils 11 b7 Soetsu Yanagi (1926). 
The particular plate mentioned might have been a Seto ware 
piece with a design of: pinks which was on of the items that people 
used to leek down upon, because it was a eh.eap article or dail.1 use 
that anybody of any rank and status bad relegated to his kitchen, 
(Pig. 20). It was nothing that would be beautified in order to be 
put in an alcove and adm11'ed. It was just an article used in a 
kitchen, sold at a kitchenware shop and purebased by anJone. Among 
the QOilllllGn utensils, there were not only plates, but also jars, 
1~ l 
In the Japanes language, gete is used in reference to lowly 
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Fig. 20. eto oil p1-te with pink designs 1n 
iron black and cobalt blue. 19tb 
Century. This plate vas said to 
have been re!err d to bJ Yanagi in 
his ''Beallty of CoDJJllOn Utensils". 
' 
bowls, earthenware bottles, trays, chests of drawers, ''mi.no", -
(ahaggy atra-w coats .formerly used as rain gear), elGtb s, tools 
and endless other items. All of these 0011D10n utensils were very 
necessary daily things tor common people. 
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Just as we arenit censcious of" tre b air until it is polluted, 
people didn 't think abeut ho usei\11 and beautiful common utensils 
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were. When tbey were of use no longei-, they w re thrown away 
without besi tation. Many decades passed bf while even scholars 
and historians wbo specialized 1n aesthetic did not recognize, 
handmade pottery as anything else then utilitarian. Their char 
and beauty were ignored. Soetsu Yanagi, however, found beauty in 
thes common utensils. Moreover , he found that i.t was not only a 
special kind of beauty, but rare beauty tbat one could not find 1n 
other ao-call_d works ot art. 
A new word, M1nge1, wa bein u1ed by Soetsu Yanagi toward the 
end of the Taieho Era (around 192$). It 111an1ng, broadly inclu .. 
1ve, is the common peoples' craft • 
It has now been about forty-five- years since M!.nfei ca into 
existenee. Duril:lg the intervening time it has been used in various 
different ways, dependin upon the changes ot historical and social 
conditions. As it is now 1 1 t so times is misused to such an ex-
t nt that its sense is far from the original twe meaning. t one 
time it was mistaken for peasant art. At. another time so people 
had a tendency to consider it as a type ot ethnic ar~. However, 
as mentioned before, Mingei means peoples' crafts. It , of eourse, 
is different frem the pure art 1n which one is tirst of all con-
cerned with pursuing beauty. Therefore, it falls under the cate-
ory of "wide-angle rt" er nconvenient arttt. It ebould also b 
different from tbe aristocratic industrial ar~, which tl'i to be 
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artistic and appreciative because the M1ngei aims at artieles for 
practical use for common peoples' daily lives and not at valuable 
articles. M1nge1 has a kind of medioere beauty wb1ch is known in 
Japanese as sblbui. This word 1.s an a<i;Jeetive meaning gentle and 
modest, carrying qualities of subtlety and quietness, all bound to-
gether to describe something that is on the verge of being so plain 
it is almost dull. The eyes ot the beholder must strain and by so 
doing become even more appreciative of what is being viewed. Once 
appreciation has been achieved, the effort is even more rewarding. 
The reason why the new word Mipei had come into being was that 
a new meaning c•me into existence, which would not classtfy with the 
already existing werds. ,AJ'ounci the time when "The Meaning of the 
Establishment of the Japanese Follccraft Exhibit Hall" was published 
in 1926, the word Mingei started creeping into the peoples' vocab-
ulary. This was based upon the .fact that new value and mean1.ng 
were found in the things that had been called cheap goods and the 
added tact that beauty and genuineness of the common utens;i.ls were 
discovered. 
While Hamada is outstanding for his shapes and Kawai for his 
colors, a third potter connected with the Mingei potters, Kenk::i.chi 
Tomimoto, is fameus for his beautiful calligraphic brushwork. 
Tomtmoto (1886-1963), was trained 1n architecture in Japan and 
later spent thl'ee years in England pursuing bis field .t"ul'ther. 
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After returning to Japan, femimoto met Bernard Leach who aad come 
to Japan te study ceramics. Leach, needing an interpreter asked 
fomimeto for assistance, Te:mimoto oaliged and through this relation-
ship, these two men became elose friends. Through Temimoto 1 s ef-
forts Lea eh was able to stuQy the art of Ralm from lenzan tb.e Sixth, 
however, Tomimoto's eilingual assistanee was still needed and let-
ters were exchanged almost daily. Leae.:b 1 s sudden fervor fer Ralru 
ware .grew rapidly, but in spite of Leaeh•s urging Tomiuto to join 
him, Tomtmoto eouldn' t gain interest and eont1nued in his field et 
arobiteetul'e. Eventually Tomi.mote was pursuaded to experiment in 
Raku ware ans these first endeavors and growing frlendsh1p were to 
lead to th• alteration et the wbole couise et Japanese CGntemporary 
pottery .. 
WGrldng and etud11ng together, Tomi.moto and Leach soon real-
ized that a pottelr needed to use the pott•r 's wheel. At that ti•e 
only sld.ll.ed workmen were using the wheel. Tbe petter only dec-
orated the ware that had been ma<ie. Tomimoto and t.eaeh changed 
this tradition by both learning the throwing technique and becoming 
skillful. Tomimoto and Leaeb finally collaborated and wo1ked to• 
getber until Leach le.ft for England in 1920, accompanied by Hamada. 
Tomimete could not really agree te the pb.ilosophy o:t folkeraft 
and in l93h: instituted the ceramic section of Nitten Academy and 
served there tor twftlve tears, att•r which he started the Sbinshu 
Craft Association, which eneouraged young potters to create and 
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display their works as early in their caree~i as possible. After 
World War II, Tomim0to formed the Japanese Crafts Association. Al-
most all the potters in Japan now are members of at least one 0£ 
tbes• associations which Tomi.mote .founded. 
Although Tomimoto was not a potter of the Mingei sentiment, 
bis efforts toward establishing the potter as .an artist have 'bene-
fited potters of all types. Tomimoto's speeializatien in porce-
lain. with over-glazed enamel bas produced some or the finest art 
pieees in the werld. Potters .from all evel' the world l'lave praised 
the pol'celain pleees produced by Tomime>to as splendid. Shoji 
Ramada bas even said,, "Tomimoto is the greatest centemporar7 potter 
of Japanu. 
lanjiro X•w,a1 ( J.S90-l966), was a eo .. £ounder of the Milflei 
Kyokai with. Soetsu Yanagi and Shoji Hamada. Kawai was borR in 
Shimane Pre£eetu:re and was a close friend of Hamada'a both naving 
attended the Tokyo Institute of Technology and both later worked 
in the Ceramic Research Institute ifl Kyoto. Kawai was a few years 
older than Hamada and was quite a dU'te:rent type of artist, pro-
ducing not only eeramics, but also seulptu:res th.at had striking 
originality. He also wrote various books and articles. 
While Hamada' s works r·ept'esent strength and beauty ot form, 
Kawai's ceramics were different l'anging in styles tl'om Chinese 
temoku and eeladon to wares that were made in melds and had some-
what modern abstract designs. The sbape of his wares was based 
on Yi Dynasty works. The colors he liked to use were the kind 
that gave a peaceful, quiet feeling such as subtle grays, soft 
blues and subdued browns. A representative style of his works 
is the tall, rectangular, narrow·-necked vase which shows elegant 
and aesthetic sensitivity. 
Kawai's pot-
tery is outstand-
ing in the quality 
and variety of 
glazes used. Since 
Kawai was a techni-
cian, he always ex-
perimented in new 
enamel and glazes. 
In his later years 
he started making 
monochrome wares 
which are especial-
ly known for the 
beauty of their 
glazes. A oolor 
that Kawai concen-
trated on his later Fig. 21. A sqy~:• bottle by Kanjiro Kawai. 
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years was a deep, cloudy pink as illustrated in the tall bottle 
with raised whitish designs. (Fig. 21). 
Although Kawai was quite different from Hamad.a in various 
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ways, they were intimate friends and travelled together to Okinawa, 
Korea, and Taiwan tor tbei~ researeb and collection. They gave 
many exhibitions together and many times joined Bernard Leach from 
England. In 1954 these three warld-famous potters spent the en-
tire spring and summer together in order to write a book on eeramics 
entitled "Toki no Hon". l3 
The Mingei movement was an institution initially responsible 
tor the present status of folk craftsmen throughout Japan. To-
day 1 s boom of .folkcraft enthusiasm is an offshoot of the combined 
efforts of the previously mentioned men. During the p riod of 
time when felkcrafts were disregarded in favor of western elegance, 
the _folk artists in the remote areas were certainly considering the 
abandonment of their traditionally inherited arts in favor ot aom:e 
other means of livelihood. However, because ef the continuous 
wards of praise and encouragement from Soetsu Yanagi and his fol-
lowers, the craftsmen continued theil' craf'ts. In a country, such 
as Japan, where previously tradition and personal pride, (before 
the press of modern western technology and high esteem for monetary 
success), outweighed monetary gains, such encouragement and praise 
13 
Toki no Han means literally, A Book on Ceramics. 
would certainly influence a despondent eraftsma.n to continue in 
spite of the general public's lack of interest. Should the crafts-
men not have continued, their knowledge and skills would certainly 
have become endangered of being lost. We can be thankf'ul that to-
day, in an age of spacecraft and rockets, we can enjoy the rustic 
beauty of the Mipge1 crafts that have existed for centuries. 
CHAPTER Ill 
MASHJ:KQ 
The town of Maehiko is located in the western seet1on of the 
border area between Tochigi and Iba:ragi heteetures. The area 
depends mostly on farming for its livelihood and its physical fea-
tures a:re mostly hilly and slightly mountainous. Some eighty 
pereent 0t this region is of a rolling bill type of topography; 
nowever, there are a few mountains, tae highest and most well-
known being Mt. Takadate which is onl.7 301 meters above sea level. 
When one considers the level la,mi thel'e being rouibl.y 100 met.curs 
above sea level, Mt. Takadate wGuld seem like a very high hill by 
many standards, but because of the picturesque view which oan be 
observed from almost every heme in the area ,, tld.s mountain and its 
neighboring hills are ve~y dear to the hearts of the people living 
in the a:rea .• 
Tbe nat12rally hilly area is ieeal for t]le construction 0£ 
ellmD:Lng kilns. About fi!ty kilns have been built in Mashiko with 
very little cenee:rn as to their relationship so that traveling fr0m 
ene to another involves crossing over htlls and traveling down in~ 
tricate paths th.at have gradually taken form over the yeaJ's with.out 
thought ef convenient arrangement. 
An abundance of natural clay in the area and the nearby wooded 
areas that proVide pine wood tor the firing of the kilns make Mash1-
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f.1g. 21.a. A view ot Mt. Takadate .from the. outsld.l'ts of Mashiko. 
ko an ideal place for a pottery village. In spite or the fact that 
the natural clay found there is not of the best quality, Masbiko is . 
se lt-sut.fie1ent. 
According to a le·gend,. Masbiko pottery existed s•veral hundred. 
years ago around the Obane-cho section of the present Mashiko town. 
The first authentic record states that the founder of Mashiko pot-
tery was Keizaburo Otsuka who started to produce pottery in 1853, 
about 120 years ago. On the premises of Saimyoji Temple, there 
is the tombstone of Keizaburo Otsuka. According to what is carved 
on the stone, Keizaburo was born in 1812 at the present Fugute, 
Mogi-cho which is about eight kilemeters south of the Bussan Pass 
\ 
Fig. 22. 
\ / . 
/ \./:;::: 
A monument in Mashiko connemorating the 
founder of Masbiko ware, Kelzaburo Otsuka. 
and further south from Kasama. leizaburo reeeived his education 
at a little temple school located in the Takaradain Jigan Buddhist 
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Temple in Kasama. Ozeki Yuzan, the resident priest of the temple, 
participated in management for the Hisano kiln in Hakota and is ae-
credi ted with instilling an interest in pottery in Keisaburo and 
sit.a,.+.ad t.aacbirur him Hnaral techniques. Later Keizaburo married 
the daughter ef a rich farmer in that area. Since his family was 
in possession of much less material wealth in comparison to his 
bride's, he was adopted inte the wife's family and took her famlly 
name of Otsuka, lh. (this is a custom still practiced tod.ay in simi-
lar cas•s). Even while he was 'Working on bis father-in-law's 
farm, be still had a deep desire to produee pottery and one day by 
cb.ance he happened to discover natural clay in the Otsueawa, sec-
tion of Mashiko. Fortunately be had been given an area of land 
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in .Nekoya where be built a kiln anti with the help of Chobei fanaka, 
who mastered the technique of kiln operation in Ashido a:nd Kasama, 
togeth.er they started the production 0£ kitchen pots, earthenware 
bottles, jars, and other dishes. Since Tanaka eame from Ashido 
and Kasama, the influenee of techniflues and styles ·was quite ap-
parent. According to records on Mashiko, we cannot really tell 
whether or net Keizaburo was the original founder, b~t records prove 
that he defird:bely did produce artieles at this time. 
A few years after Keizaburo, Seizo Kikuchi constructed a kiln 
and, was making u:nglazed articles to-r daily use. Even before K•i-
zaburo, th.ere were times that eeranric , utensils for daily use were 
made in Mash.iko, which seems 'tUite logi.cal sinee all neeessary nat-
ural features were present to allow such a phenomenen to occur, bow-
Di 
It is interesting to note . th.at even today tbe ruune of Otsuka 
is very eommon in the area of Mashiko; most of these people being 
descendants ef the Otsuka family that Ke1zaburo married into~ 
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ever, there are no actual records t-o prove it. Keizaburo's kiln 
was sanctioned by the local govermntnt and within f'our years, .tour 
more kilns were huilt in this aiea also wtth the local governmental 
appre-val. 
In regards to technique, e.eramiste .t:rom such pottery sehools 
as Kasama in Ibaragi P)'efecture, Soma in Fukushima Prefecture and 
the Kyoto area came to Mashike to improve the conventional produets. 
The number o:t resident pottets increased and in 1669 the~• were more 
th11m ten. 
l:rokers for the products began to appear around 1868 and soon 
the products were taken to Edo to be sold. The items were mostly 
things tor daily use such as, earthenwal'e pans, mortars, vari.eus 
pots, teapots, water 'basins, brown pots, hot water bottl.es, and bra-
ziers. At that time, transporting the rather heavy wares was not 
a simple procedure as it is to«ay. 'lbe tr1p involved first, w:tap-
pi.ng the pottery in straw and transporting it by horse and eart te 
a river. It was th.an put on board a small boat that WGuld take it 
frem the river· to the ocean and enter Tokyo Bay •btre it would even-
tually reach i'oley'o and finally the wholesale houses and be d1st:ri.b-
uted to the buyers for ~etall stores and shops. 
Around 1886, the "Pottery Trade Assoeiation (Guil6) 11 came into 
'being. wit:& set wages and stipulations. The lal>or of mal,(ing pettery 
was divided among the werkers with a certain group doing the throw-
ing and clay construction and others doing the glazing and deeel'-
ating. The artieles produced included earthenware pans, water-
basins and hot-water bottles. It is said that they bad about ten 
prof ess1onal artisans painting, designing and glazing and on cer-
tain busy occasions even worked nights to complete the decorating 
ot the tremendous numbers of pieces that bad to be completed by a 
certain time. For colors, the artists used iron tor 'blaek, eop-
per for green and cobalt for blue. 
When an apprentice, working at a kiln under the direction of 
the maste:r of the kiln, became an eligibl,.e age and had fulfilled 
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all the many quaillications of becoming a full-fledged potter, bis 
master arranged marriage tor him. It was assumed by all that after 
marriage be and his wife would work together at the kiln and their 
li'Ving expenses would always be guaranteed b7 their master. Tbey 
were paid either once or twioe a year on a piecemeal wage system. 
Here is a wholesale p~rcbase price list fer some of the pro-
duets in December 1902:15 
(l) l earthenware mortar 
( 2) 1 earthenware pan for washing 






These currency calculatiens are approximate and are based 
on the priee of rice in 1902 in comparison to the priee of rice 
now. The former Japanese curreney consisted of 100 sen to l yen. 
Due to extreme inflation since the Meiji Era, sen is no longer 
used and the current revaluation of the present yen (January, 1972), 
places one U.S. dollar fluctuating somewhere around the eC(uivalent 
or 310 yen. 
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(3) l deep earthenware pan with a 3.5 sen $ .22 
plum tree design 
(4) 61 pots for re-steaming cooked 4 yen, 80 sen $34.06 
rice with chrysanthemum and 
peony designs on the outside 
(5) 66 large crimson bowls for 25 yen, 60 sen $181.68 
kneading rice flour into 
dough 
Between 1902 and 1903 the kind of flower pots with glaze on 
the outside were made and a very few flower vases. This tends to 
show that Mashiko produced, from the beginning, utilitarian articles 
and compared to other pottery eenters, has produced other pieces of 
aesthetic beauty in the latter years only. 
According to a story told by an old man who was from Mashiko, 
the market a long time ago evolved i n a peculiar ways pottery 
brought prosperity only once in ten years, and since the market was 
brisk, this happened only three times in a normal life span. If a 
potter failed on these three times , he would never become sucgess-
ful in bis field . 
The pottery business expanded steadily a:nd around 1675 times 
were good. The durable yet inexpensive pots were welcomed in every 
kitchen as necessities and were not regarded as works of art as they 
are today . In 1880 a depression to the business was becoming acute 
and finally all the pots were put into storage due to the lack of 
buyers. For the purpose Gf a ~eturn to prosperity, in 1889 some 
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leading people from Haga County got togethe~ and each donated one 
yen in order to establish the "Mashiko Pottery Corporation". They 
set up a retail store at Kyobashi in Tokyo and tried to sell their 
products through.out the city. This lasted for only a short time 
for the business became so dull that the store was forced to close. 
Teapots have been made since Masbiko's foundation and were the 
most necessary articles of daily use in the country towns and farm-
ing villages. Handiness and being just the right size were the 
most attractive aspects of these teapots and people found them most 
convenient for serving tea during a reeess. Hand1ness was one mer-
it that a small teapot or an iron kettle did not possess. These 
teapots had a rounded gourd-like shape and because of this the proc-
ess e£ making them was called "bagging". Throwing tbes on a pot-
ter's wh el required a fiRe potter's skill in order to have th m 
rounded and at the same time to have a thin, even wall. Moreover, 
hundreds bad to be made with exactly the same shape and measurement. 
If a slight miscalculation occurred, the angle of the lid and spout 
would be wreng and the teapot would be rendered unusable. Since 
the most important aspect of the early Mashiko ware was function 
over form, the utmost pains were taken in order to make the teapots 
usable as well as pleasing to the eye. In 1855 white elay was dug 
in a temple ground in Izumimura, Shiotan1 County, to be used as 
white slip on the earthenware teapots. This was known as the 
"5h_irakake" decorating teehniq~e. 
In 1866 after potters from Aizu; and lyoto came to Hashiko, 
potter's wheels were improved greatly and the pottery work brought 
prosperity. By the middle cf t:be Meiji Era, every kiln produce« 
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earthen\llare teapots as if they bad been specializing in the e alone. 
They were made to sueh an extent that they were called 06ansui Tea-
potanl6 and this era was called the "Golden Age of Sa~sui teapots". 
Among these teapets, there were three kinds, "Jo" which m.eana the .. -
best,, "Chu" which means medium and •1Nami" which means regular • . - ,....._ 
11Jo 11 consisted of teapots tbat had complicated designs and more eel--
ors th.an the others, while the plain ones made up the "Nand." group -
and the "Chu 11 group bad som.e slight designs. The potter's wages -
depended upon which of these teapots wel'·e produced; ef cou:rse, the 
''.!!.!," greup demanded tbe more wages. In spite of the difference in 
prices, there were certain aesthetic merits in all three groups. 
Masu Minagawa vas a woman born in Mashiko in 1673. She spec-
ialized in decorating pette:ry and continued this profession until 
he;: death in 1960. During the golden age, she painted from five 
hundred te seven hundred. pieces daily. During the Taisho Era, 
(1910-192;), because of the decline in popularity or the teapots, 
the number ef deeo:rato:rs diminished leaving her tlie only decorator. 
16 
Ibid.,, p. 36. -
In 1924 Shoji Hamada came to Masbiko tor a visit and was greatly 
impressed by her art and also by the fact that she was using a 
very old technique not to be found any mor •t that time. Later 
when the World Handicraft Exhibition was held in Bet'liB in 1937, 
an earthenware teapot by her received a special prise • 
.Masu Minagawa, being of common stock, bad reoeived no formal 
education and was almost illiterate. In 1947 the little town of 
Mllshiko was honored by a Visit from the Emperor of Japan. Mlsu 
was chosen as an artisan te perform her art in the Emperor's pres-
ence and he was so impressed that he wrote a haiku, (verse) com-
memorating the event. The haiku expresses the idea ot what a 
wondrous thing it is to behold a humble person el'eating something 
of such beauty. The townspeople were so honored 'by the Im,perial 
writing that they had it carved on a stone monuaent and 1t ean be 
seen today in the entrance. to the Potters' Training Sebool 1n 
Mashiko. (Fig. 23). 
Mah Minagawa raiae.d a daughter whlle sbe contint1ed her work. 
Her daughter was marl'ieci and in turn had • daughter; however, Masu 's 
daughteir died at an early age ltaving Mas11 to partially look afte.t 
her granddaughter. Although Masu hadn't been able to teach her art 
to her daughter, she was able before her death to teach her art to 
her granddaughter. Masu 1 a granddaughter is now in her thirties and 
is living in Mashiko, married to a man who makes boxes .of the very 
coveted kiri, (paulownia}, wood for the purpo~e of keeping the oe--
Fig. 2). 
17 
A haiku ref erring to the 
art of Masu Minagawa, 
written by the Emperor 
of Japan, is carved on 
this monument. 
Ibid., p. JS. -
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ramie masterpieces of the 
well-known potters of the 
a.rea. Due to the amount of 
time needed at home with her 
numy children, Masu Mina-
gawa•s· granddaughter has 
little time to continue her 
craft; however, upon spacial 
re~uest she will take time 
to decorate the sansui and 
mado-e-dobin teap&ts17 in 
the ea.me manner as ber grand-
mother did for so many dee-
aides, (Fig. 24). 
Fig. 24. A mad.o-e-dobin dec-
orated by the grand-
daughter of Masu 
Minagawa. 
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In 1902 the potters of Mashiko organized the ••Pottery Cooper-
ative Union". The purpose of this union was to promote sales in 
order to make the pottery business more profitable. In doing this, 
the quality of the products were often ignored :resulting in a de-
cline of the reputation of Mashiko pottery and in the confidence of 
the customers. Before the formation of the union, there had been 
considerable exporting of Mashiko ware to the United States, but 
because of inferior products, the reputation of Masbiko ware there 
declined also. 
At the same time as the formation of the union, a potters ' 
training school was also formed. The purpose of this school was 
Fig. 25. The crushing of natural rocks to be added 
to certain clay mixtures for strength is 
one of the worker's tasks. 
Fig. 26. Construction on an additional wing of the 
Mashik.o Potters' Training School. 
Fig . 27. Constant research on the preparation or elay 
is carried out at the Potters' Training 
School. 
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to improve the craftsmanship of the potters and also to make the 
production more praetical. A man by the name of Baba from Aichi 
Pref eeture came as a guest instruetor and a part of a kiln owned 
by Chuji Otsuka was rented in Nekoya. :Baba resigned in 191.3 and 
Sbinsaku Otsuka took over as the ii.nstruetor. All this time the 
. school pl'ogressed steadily. 
In April 1918 the training school came under town management 
and moved to Jonai from Nekoya. {All these places are in th Ma-
shiko area, probably only a few kilonisters apart.) Later, Kuni-
nosuke and Keizaburo Kato became instructors, resulting in an in-
' crease in students. The training school was not only to instruct 
apprentices, but also to provide a research center for interested 
potters. This training sehool is still operating today, whel'e 
skilled personnel train interested young potters, as well as con-
duct research into such things as the processing and preparation 
of clay and glaze mixtures. The new techniques that are used in 
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Mashiko today are a result of many of t»e accomplishments of direc-
tors and students of this Potters' Training Sebool; their work, 
which helped impr0ve tile development of Masbiko as an ent~rprise, 
promotes the local product. 
During the early part of the Meiji Era, 18 the market for Massi-
ko was Tokyo. Dae to the modern influence from foreign countries, 
!8 
The Meiji Era lasted f'rom 1868 to 1912 . 
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the kitchens in Tokyo started changing extremely. Instead et ehar-
eoal, coal and gas were becoming popular as fuels, which burned at 
a higher temperatu.re which Mashiko ware couldn't endure. Mortars 
that had been used merning and evening in every heme to grind miso, -
(bean paste), were not needed any lenger. Instead, comme.rcially 
ground miso was being purchased at the l.oeal store. The Japanese 
housewife was beceming modern. Jars for sugar, salt, pickles and 
other eencliments were replaced by glass and metal containers. Shop-
worn Mashiko ware that bad collected dust much toe long in the Tokyo 
stores were re-packed and sent to the less modern areas of northern 
Honshu and Hokkaido. To add to this misfortune, the economy of the 
country in gene.ral was rapidly becoming 'bad. In 1925 Japan was ex-
periencing a depression. Japan, of course, didn't suffer eeonomi-
eally as serverely as Ame:riea did at that time, but. there was a def-
inite slump that affected everyone. Other unsold preduets ot Japan 
as well as Mashiko waie were put in storage and the union was forced 
to halt the firing of the kilns tor a month. 
Ironieally, the misery of the Tokyo earthquake in 1923 brought 
the M.asbiko industry good fortune. The people in th.e Kanto Plain 
area who had lost their homes, bad to eat and sinee all their kitch-
en utensils were lost, th.ey b9ught Mashiko ware as replacements. 
The demand increased rapidly and the kilns that had been inactive 
suddenly were firing frantically least the demand not .be met. Fi-
nally, the business was stable, ano Mashiko was •gain a thriving 
COillI1111nity. 
In 1929 a man by the name ot ShG>ji Hamada came to Mashiko to 
settle. Hamada was a well .. known pott&r, relatively yeung,, with 
much experience. Schooling at a w ll-known pette:rs' school in 
Japan and reseal'ch in Kyoto and St. Ives in England with Bernard 
Leach had given this man much skill and popularity a110ag people 
interested in cel'amics. After yeaFS of touring Japan looking 
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for a suitable pla.ce te set tle, Hamada decided on Masbike as the 
place to establislil a residence. This deeis1oa wrpl"lsed the :res-
idents of Masbiko as well as ether people. Why should this fa-
mo11s man ehoose suell a plaee? The l'eason.s included theses the 
natural features and necessities were to his liking. The natutal 
clay was not o.f the best quality in Japan, but what was there was 
ade(luate and abundant. The nearby pine forests provided wood fer 
the kilns. The gently sloping hills pl'ovided a good ease for the 
construction o! the climbing kilns and the old pottery teehni(lues 
were still practieed and more or less preserveci, a fact which Hama-
da found to his liking. At the same. time, a man by the name ot 
Soetsu Yanagi started the M!!f•i movellent and together with Ramada's 
skill and Ya:nagt•s pbi.losephy, Masbiko ware ha4 made steady headway. 
As Wo:rld War II flared, simltaneously came the withdrawal ot 
all metal goods from tbe average Japanese. The Japanese house-
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wife who had used metal utensils in the kitchen was urged into l!Je-
1ng patriotic and orae way was te substitute ceralllie dishes in plaee 
of th&se made of metal. Metal was needed in ever greater voluile in 
the production or weapons. Inexpensive yet durable Mashiko ware 
was found. to be quite suitable at that time and consectuently, the 
kilns of Mashiko again barely bad time to cool. Tnis spurt, how-
ever, didn't last long for as the war grew more '91.olent and became 
worse for tile Japanese, the draft took many of the able potters 
away from Masbiko into the &l'DJiY11 In order to avoid leaving some 
of the kilns idle due to the a'bsenee of potters who were Cirafted, 
the geve:rment contemplated consolidation of the kilns in order te 
have as :many kilns operating with the least mnlbers 0£ males work-
ing. 
In 1943 N'obusuke Kishi, M:1Jdstel" o.t ColllDteree, e.a•e to Masbtko 
on inspection. Mashike w·as ces-tainly a manufacturing a:rea, how-
ever, unlike the employee organisations of large factories Masbiko 
was different. In e·aeh Id.bl, erattsMm., work$:rs, wives; ebtldren, 
apprentices and owners were ~egarded as all members of a large fam-
ily,, each enjoying a certain pesition ef rank and authority. (!bis 
is very typical of most Japanese small enterprises and is still 
practiced today.) In this situation, when. there was work to do, 
every member Elevoted as much time as he felt he should . There was 
a strong sense of duty and responsibility that every<:>ne felt and no 
ene was interested in ealeuJ.at1ng 'the amount of time and work that 
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other members did. !he very able d.ia mere than the less able. 
This was expected and remained unCllJestioned. 
The intent e£ the governmental. c~nsolidation was to set a 
regimented stale of work and hGurs on each proposed consolidated 
group and impose these regulations in order to increase production. 
As in most plaees, the persons of the area with tbe most tame Ol' 
prestige ar tbe people who~• words a~• heeded the lll03t. This was 
true in Masld.ke also and when Shoj1 Hamada b1mselt ex.plained the 
eireumstances to the minister, b:ls wo:tda were healtd and Maahiko re-
mined a too et private industries as 'belcre. There vas no con-
solidation. 
Three years att•r Kebeburo Otsuka started his t1rst kiln in 
1853, five kilns were operating a rather small but profitable busi-
ness. The entel'prise et that time was, of eourae, a side line to 
farming. One hund:ed twenty years have lapsed since then and pct ... 
tery is a very important business to this community now. Wi.tbout 
the use o! large factory type machines to mass produce the pottery, 
this business 1a existing •ad quite profitably. The ieasons fol' 
tbis continued existence are as mentioned befere: an abundance of 
local clay and wood, natural bills for the eonstructton of the 
,. 
climbing kilns and energetic. people, devoting their time to make 
the enterprise a sueeess. All th:ese el.ements are happi+.J' situ-
ated U. a peaceful a:rea just far enough away fl'Om a large populated 
center in order t0, avoid disturbance and just elese enough to pro-
mote sales to the customers. 
We can re-examine the .rollowing aspects when wa review tbe 
history ot the industrial developaent of Mashiko. 
(l) Many of the enterprisers were working on farms part-
tilte, therefore, they had durability and adaptability toward 
a changing situation. 
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(2) Local wealth7 influential people who bad a de•p relation-
ship with the potters, took the place 0£ brokers, therefore, 
the Mashiko Enterprise has existed this long and has been pros-
pereua. 
(3) Since the beginning, there has been pertinent support 
from the local oftieial government. This is quite interest-
ing wh n one considers the fact that sueh support started dur-
1ng the days of the Tokugawa Shogunate. 
The official function or official local government has been 
ment.ioned pl'eviously a number of times, a eircuastanoe which baa 
to be explained now in order to clarity how important a part of-
ficial help pla1ed in the development of Masbilco. 
In comparison to •1'11 pbeno•na in Japan; Mashiko bas a very 
short htstoey. Maabiko pottery came into 'being during the last 
part of th• veq long Tolmaawa Shegunate. The M•iJ~ Reeto:ration 
was a tremendous shock to a Japan that had been steeped in the 
Tokugawa tradition tor so ma~ years. Mashiko went threugh this 
change very little worse for the pressures and still maintained as 
much depelldence om the official function as it did betere. 
Yahei Mita was a count1 otfic1al. when the Mashiko b\lainess was 
alleged to have been founded by Ke:baburo Otsuka. Mtta founded a 
loan system for the developaent of the enterprise. He wa• not only 
a county otf~tlal, but alee in charge ot ftnanee for the Kurobane 
Feudal Clan et that area arid lt was quite obvious that he withdrew 
money as a sort of investment tor the elan in order to raise mcu1ey 
for the Mashiko Enterprises. 
Yahe1's fervor for Mashilro pottery was not only because of the 
poss:Lhle economi.c goed fortune tor the clan, but alse, since he was 
a an of l'etined taste who COJllPO&&d poeu himael.t and loved pottery, 
he wanted te assist 1n the promo.tion of something 'beeutiful th•t he 
held so much empathy for. A tokla:iri (sake bottle) taat lie himself' 
fi&signed was named Yabei ToldNri a:f'ter hilll and still remains as ar-
tifacts w:lth official loans and documents signed b7 btm. 
Bec•u.se ot this of'£1eial support, the Masb:lko Enterpri.s-e grew 
ao fast that the enterp1d.ee waa able to ship warea to Edo, by means 
ot the tun4s p1eeured .trom the Kutobame Clan. In 1875 the mnriber 
et kilns inereased to J) and Mashiko ware was very sueceeaful as a 
commodity. Due to an i~lation eaused by a small {and the last) 
civil war 1n Japan, the .Ma.shik:o Ent9t')l'lses suffered again. The. 
local wealthy people bore tbe expensts among theuelves aad .feunded 
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a store in Tokyo. This and the P©tteirs' Traird.ng School was discus-
sed briefly before. Mention is made again enl.y to emphasize the 
im.pertan.ce of the school ami the £1.rst company in establishing Ma-
s:b:l.ko in the business world. Without these and tbe aecolipanytng 
support, Mashiko could have never developed to what it is today. 
Before Wotlcl War II, there wel"e about twenty brokers tor Masbi.· 
ko ware who mainly aid cargo booking and shipping to tbe lecal 
wholesale stores. Quite a tev of these brokers were local men ot 
wealth. These people at that time naturall.y participated 1n man-
agement of the enterprise through their business. 
The potters ef that time l!llid not bave to think of the opera-
tion of the business; they bad only to devote their efforts toward 
the production or technically good and aestbetie wares. Their 
living expenses were also well taken care of by the brokersJ :pot-
ters bought e~ipment, materials, sometimes even clothing and food 
purchased on credit under the name of a 'broker. Its formality was 
sueh that 1 potter paid b;y draft wbieh Jaad 'been issued by a broker 
by a :rather simple process. Ve can imagine hew Slllch tke 'brokers 
were trusted by the loeal people. .Around 1910, the previously 
mentioned slump in the business was felt little 9y the potters them-
selves due to the distinguished services ottered by these old-time 
brokers. 
Jig. 28. A view of tb.e newer seetion of Mashiko showing no-
thing, but new pottery sho.ps. 
At the present, (1972) 1 there are about seventy independently 
recognized petters and about seven hundred workers working for the 
kilns. This is not to mention the many apprentiet·like students 
studying with the individual potte~s. Mashiko is a pottery dis-
trict wh•l'• tbei.l' 7early estimated turnout is arouncl 600,000,000 
yen (about two million dollars). In 'omparison to oth•r imdus-
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trial pottery towns where modern pottery-producing machines are 
used, we cannot say that Mashiko is a large pottery town, but it 
1a a very distinctive one in regard to the Ming•i movellent. 
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In this mechanized era, shibusa, ( a noun meaning rest~ained 
beauty and subtle nuance), which only can be ·ude from the material 
that has the tradition of hand•B18de prodiiets and good potters• clay, 
bas attracted people not only in Japan, but also in foreign coun-
tries and has made the town of Mash1ko one of the most prominent 
places of the ceramic world. The town assumes the form of incor ... 
poration, consisting 0£ one joint stook compaey' and nine limited 
companies. The rest is all private enterprise. At each kiln, 
there are on the average of three or four workers, (both men and 
women) and both employer and employee work together. 
FiB. 29. A new pottery shop being constructed. 
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Their main products are zs.n,ei products consisting 0£ flower-
vases, tea-s.ets, tableware and other household items. Recently 
the manufacturing of !f!ngei-style tiles for the sides of build-
ings bas become popular. (These are not the traditional Japanese 
root tiles. Tbey are rather thick and rustic and lend themselves 
to the enhancement of entrances and arbors, especially of modern 
buildings). Besides the tile proauction, a pot-type, disposable 
container for rice lunches sold at train stations is also produced. 
As for enterprise, these two items will probably grow in the future 
as a new aspect fer prospel'1ty, especially the tile. 
Fig. JO. Children ot Mash1ko retu:rlling home from 
school pass piles of wood used in the kilns. 
Fig. Jl. Stacks of pine woed for the kilns ot Mashiko. 
11g. 32. The own.er of the oldest pottery shop in 
Mashiko: "Mingei ten-Mashiko 0 , named by Shoji 
HU18da. 
Fig. J.3. The Mingeiten-Masbiko is known for having the 
prized works of the old, established potters 
as well as the younger potteiis. 
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Fig. 3~. This undercut bank in Mashiko shows the natu-
ral clay that 1• so abundant. 
Fig. 35. One SJDall shop in M.shi.ko spaeializes in lllk-
1ng reproductions ot haniwa. 
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fig. 36. Stacks of vati.ous green war~ including dough-
nut-shaped sake bottles. 
Fig. 37. A worker setting green ware out in the sun to 
d?y. 
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If anyone were to choose a person who has done the most to 
promote the area of M.ashiko, there would be little doubt in any ... 
one's mind. This person is most surely Shoji Hamada. Hamada 1 s 
Fig. 38. Shoji Hamada cataloguing his pots for an 
ex.bi.bit. 
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promotion of the Mi1!fie1 movement in addition to his drawing of prom-
ising students, who later establish pro~ent reputati ons of their 
own, benefits the area greatly. The honor of receiving the title 
of "Intangible National Living 'l'reasu:re" from the government of 
Japan, as 'Wall as being appointed into ·the position of Director of 
Fig. 39. Shoji Hamada: Large pitche:r with 







HamaQa as well 
as Mashiko. 
All these 
tasks at an 
advanced age 




finds time to 
attend te 
them as well 
as travel, 
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study and c.reate pottery for his exbibi ts; a schedule a lesser man 
would surely find pressing. Shoji Hamada has two sons who follow 
in their father's footsteps. As their father, these sons must 
1.'ind the experience ot living in the large country farmhouse in 
Masbilro and raising a .family, while producing things of ceramic 
beauty, an ideal form ot lite. 
Fig. 40. Shoji Hamada: A teacup showing red and 
green over-enamel so characteristic of his 
later work. The enamel is fired a tbird 
time at a lower temperature. 
Fig. 41. A view of the countryside in front of Hamada's 
residence. 
Fig. 42. The gate structure of Hamada 1s farmhouse-type residence. 
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Fig. 43. Ramada's recent exhibit of December, 19711 at the, (very reputable) , 
Mitsukoshi Department Store in N1honbashi, Tokyo. It is interesting 
to note that although Hamada 's large bowls, (as seen above), are 
priced at over $1,200.00, there is no lack of willing buyers. 
Fig. 44. Ramada's kiln. 
fig. 45. 
Shoji Hamada: Large 
bowl showing the 
typical Hamada brush 
technique under wax-
resiat circles. The 
reddish glaze is kaki 





with a salt 
glaze. 
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There is a big house 1n Mashiko that bas stood since the da7s 
of the feudal lords. It bas a straw thatched roof and it stands 
in a very conspicuous area surrounded by large trees and spacious 
gardens. The owner, Ichiro Kimura, is a lover of hunting and for 
this reason, aeveral large hunting dogs can usually be seen lying 
around the yard. Because of this love of hunting, Kimura spends 
mueh time with his doge in the nearby forests and woodlands. On 
bia many varied hunting trips he not only is in search of game, but 
also gathers the essence of nature and rugged beauty that he ineor -
porates in bis works. 
Fig. '4.7. The garden in front of Ichiro Kimura's house. 
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Kimura, being formerly a member of the Mashike Post Office 
staff, change h1s occupation during bis late thil'ties. In May 
1949, he built a kiln and started firing in September of the same 
year. Although it has not been long since the kiln was eon-
etructed1 Kimura 's relation with pottery is old. His rather was 
engaged mainly with the deeorating technique of over-glazing in a 
training school (the present Pottery Institute o:t Tochigi Prefec-
ture). At the Kimuras' home is a large plate with a peacock 
feather design and a penstand made by his .father. Of these things, 
only one wc:.u;od can se. used to describe them, 0 Splendid". 
I.ebiro 1nherit4itd a leve of ceramies t:0m hi.a fathe1. Before 
he built the kiln, be attended the National Pottery Research Sta-
tion of the Ministry Qf Coueree and Industry u Kyoto for three 
years. 
Although he regards Miggei as reference, llmura's style is 
based upon ceramies and cl'd.tla throughout tbe Orieat. His aim is 
always at how he ean sh.ow his talent and dignity in hi.s pottery. 
He often uses the ner1age technique, which existed in tse Su!'lg 
Dynasty in China. This consists 0£ partially mixing two colors 
of elay and construoting his pieces so that the two colors flow in 
a natural pattern when they come togetl1ier. He has aade a mimber 
0£ jars and vases using this :method that have received Rnll!lh acclaim. 
They have a :feeling of the old about them, yet appear to be almost 
Danish medern in design. Since he does net agree with mass pl'o-
lQl 
duetion, he fires the kilns only twice a year. 
Kimura feels that Minf!1 . is a chain reaeti0n of mass production 
and consequently there is a time that we can piek a werk with good 
quality among them. In old tilaes good M.ashiko ware was found in 
mass produced works that were made 'by unknown potters. How about 
today? Because or this natural reaction against mass production, 
linnlra may devote much time to the uldng of one bowl for drinking 
powdered gl'een tea. 
liJmlra is unusual in that he has only one assi1tant, (who hap.. 
pens to be Eimura's son-in-law), working for him; and the assistant, 
like limara, work• on whatever moves him at the time. As can be 
gathered by the above, Kimura is an individualist whe prefers to 
work alone. Instead of produeing vast quantities ot pottery, Ki• 
mu:ra concentrat•s on producing a tew pieces ct tine quality, how-
ever, 111 health nae prevented him from creating a111 '•cent woJ'ks. 
At the base of a smal.l mountain a sboi-t distance north of Ma-
shiko town there is an area called "The Place ot Quietness". Here 
is f'oun.d Gen Murata 's tesid•noe. and kiln. 
He is, in comparison, a new-comer to the •rea. He o~iginally 
came from Ishikawa Prefecture where the center of activity and cul ... 
tu:re is Kyoto 1 not Tokyo. Students from there usually went to 
chool in Kyoto and since lyGto has traditionally been the cultural 
eentet fer centuries, it is only natural for people to =till consider 
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Fig. 48. Gen Murata working i n his studio. 
it such. Murata originally desired to become a painter and went 
to see Sbigetaro Kuroda, a well-known painter of that time, want-
ing to become his student. Unfortunately Kuroda was in Europe at 
the time, but upon the encouragement of a man who was taking care 
of the place in Kuroda' s absence, Murata stayed long enough to learn 
the basics of painting from this painter-caretaker in residence. 
Later he went to Tokyo, caught up by the then current prole-
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tarian movement. Tbis was immediately after the Russian Revolution 
and the long oppressed labor-movements were gaining momentum by the 
influence from Japan's next door giant. The sudden "Manchurian In-
cident n ( 1913 ... .33) fed more fuel to the flam.es of unrest; and Murata 
found himselt very involved in poups troubled by these events. 
Needless to say, at this time Murata had very little tilue to devote 
to the pursuit of aesthetics. 
The government• s violent suppression of these rebelli.ng groups 
c.ame close to Murata, and as bis intimate friends were arrested one 
by one he and ethers Uke him }lad many seeoneil thoughts as to, is this 
really worthwhile or, will this have all been dcne in vain. As the 
movements beca.me close to being nearly subdued, MQrata joined the 
army and was sent to northern Cbina. 
More tha,n two yea:rs later he returned to Japan. The war was 
over and the future of Japan was n.ot in the hamls of the average 
Japanese. Murata <ieeided to settle in M.ashiko due to bis great 
admiration of Sb&ji Hamada. He had a&nired Hamada.• s wozik for a 
number ot years, 9ut because of his 0th.er aetivities, found no time 
to prochtce, hilnself. His dissatisfaction with himself led him to 
make the final decision that this was the time to pursue what he 
felt was his true desire. Japan was a defeated country. Politi-
cal inte?ests were gone, drained by the many years of unsuccessful, 
and for his part unwanted. war. What was there to continue living 
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£o:r, if net the arts that can give the beaten soul so mueb .fervor 
to live. He bad ignored this aspect in the past and felt d1ssat-
t .s.faction with himself' for tostel'ing such neglect. 
When he had been younger, his father bad be•:n an ardent col· 
lee tor of antiques. He remembered bow at the time he had eri ti-
cized his father for having int rest in "that old junk" and also 
for his eGnservative attitudes. As Gen grew older, be was ve~y 
surpl'i.sed to f'i:nd that he himself somehow bad acquired interest in 
the same things he had formerly despised.. He started collecting 
antiques, ''A ebip off the old block11 , be reluctantly admits. In-
terest in antiques and pottery tilled his mind. 
It is said that Maahiko baa a time-honored tradition, based 
on laratau ware. Murata says that it's because of the relation ... 
sb.ip of artisans wbe went from one place to anether, bringing the 
.Karatsu ware influence int& Mashiko. After spending three years 
as ffamaaa's apprentice, Murata settled in M.ashiko and be, for the 
most part, made articles o.f daily use tor .t'arm$rs in that area. 
He started using the ld.ck-wh•el and has continued using it to the 
present. Mis dislike tor tbe electric wheel eemes trem tile tact 
that one has to adapt to the speed and rhythm of the wheel. On a 
kick-wheel the speed and rhythm is made by the potte.r, thel"efore, 
the potter 1s in full oontral 0£ what is happening. Murata•s 
contention is to blend his :rather model!'n attitudes of beauty with 
the old Mingei attitudes and blend semetbing into what will even-
L 
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tually be his. He applies this philosophy to all bis work. Ht 
is now concentrating on the making et tea bowls. 
ln 1924 when Shoji HaJDada moved to Mashiko, he stayed at the 
home of the Sakuma .tamily for f eul' months. While having Hamada 
as his guest, Sakuma learned much. At that tima Sakuma was twenty-
fi ve and Hamada thirty. Since his fath•r ta'l:lgbt him how to use 
the wheel, he knew the te~hniques but bad not studied other than 
as his father's student. He was throwing automatically with lit ... 
tle thought ef experimentation until he met Hamada. Sakuma could 
not help but wonder why a man like Hamada who bad just retuned to 
Japan fr,om abl'oad came to a quiet, rather unknewn farming community 
like Mashiko. At tfiat time the best known and most renowned pot-
ters were in the Kyoto area. In comparison to the common utensils 
produced at Mashiko, the things trem lcy'ot o we:re far more beautitul 
and splendid. Hamada disagreed with this. He said that the var es 
trom Mashtko were tar undHestimated. In the Mashiko products was 
found purity. EspeciallJ in the blacks, regular white and carmel 
brown or amber glases. Sakuma then asked Hamada llhat purity was. 
According to Hamada, purit7 is the beauty that oame only froa 
the locality. The products ef Kyoto and Seto resorted to artifice 
and didn't have pureness. Sakuma learned much from this man who 
loved to yield a reason for everything. 
Toward the end of the same year, Hamada bad his first exhibi-
tion at Kamoida in Tokyo. All the pottery in the exhibition was 
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made at the Sakuma kiln. It wa5 a grand event not only for Sakuma, 
but also for everyone in Masbiko to think that the works made in a 
Fig. 49. Totaro Sakuma throwing a large jar on the wheel. 
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Masbiko kiln were displayed at one ot the first-class exhibition 
halls in Tokyo. Tbe exhibit attracted ~ny people and the pieces 
were sold at good pricea. Sakuma was completely enamored of Hama-
da'• work and threw himself into the Mingei movement. Hamada puz-
zled Sakuma by telling him that he .could cop;y Hamada's works until 
be understood himself, but he should discontinue copying, when be 
became aware of his own works. 
As with many men of those times, the Second World War took 
Sakuma from Masbiko tnto the army to various regions of China , how-
ever, it didn't interrupt his study ot pottery. Wbenevei: opportu .. 
nities arose, Sakuma found the val'ious ceramics of Chi.na fascinating 
s nd sketched scores of pots tor .tutlll'e study. Upon returning to 
Japan, Sakuma remelib•red tbe excellenc• of Chinea• ceramics and with 
Fig. 50. 'l'he garden in fl!ont of Sakuma's house . 
the previously learned philosophies of Hamada, gradually developed 
a style of his own. Later Sakuma 'a works were acknowledged by 
Soetsu Yanagi. 
Sakuma is noted for 
his wheel~throwing ability. 
Since he learned the tech-
nique at an early age from 
his fa th er, the procedure 
is a natural activity to 
him and he is unusual among 
the well-known potters of 
Mashiko in that he prefers 
the electric potter's 
wheel over the hand-turned 
or kick wheel. Large jars 
Fig. 51. Totaro Sakuma: 
The brush painting of 
persimmons 1s one of 
Sakuma's trademarks. 
with persimmon designs are one of Sakuma's trademarks and while 
throwing them be imagines that the jars take on the physical shape 
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of himself. If one should personally know Sakuma, it is said that 
the jars do resemble him in personality and physical features. 
Sakuma is quoted as saying, "I received my body from my parents, 
but learned theory and techniqu.e from Hamada and Yanagi. I make 
bowls and c·ups out of the clay that I dig myself from a little hill 
behind rrry house. I would like to leave things for reference for 
tha future. so future Honle can see what we have done". 
Tatsuzo Shimaoka was born in l9l8 and was raised in a well-
knovn residential section of Tokyo. A~ter high school, be entered 
the Department of Ceramics in th.e Tokyo Instituiie of Technology. 
He studied the ac1enti£ic and technological approach to ceramics 
and :received formal lectures £rom Seiiehi Okuda, a well-known au ... 
thority of ceramic &ist.ory. Shoji Hamada also' graduated from. 
this sobool and returned Gccasionally to instruct; one of bis stu-
dents was Shimaoka. At this time Hamada found Shimaoka to be a 
-worthy student and agr•ed to take him on as one of his apprentice 
students after bis gradu.ation in 1941. His ambitions were inter-
rupted, however, for after graduation he ·was taken into the army 
and sent to Burma with the Japanese invasion forces. The latter 
part of the war found him in Thailand aJld he was fotced to remain 
there one year, before he was able to make his way back to Japan. 
In 1945 he retuined to Japan and did various things for a liveli-
hood until he was finally able to fulfill his dream of becoming 
Ramada's apprentice. In 19531 after three years of apprentice-
ship, he had gained enough prowess to become an independent pot-
ter and built a kiln near Ha•da 's om the northern edge of Masbiko 
town. 
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"It has been said that in the old days a good petter is found 
in a co1111Unity of people all doing aet~vi.ties related to eaeh other. 
The spil'it ot pottery mald.ng spreads aaollg the group, building JllO-
mentum as it goes''· Shimaoka finds this also true toda7. 
Fig. 52. Tatsuzo Shimaoka appl.11ng ears and making rope illpras-
siona 1n some o.f bis large jars. 
He has eight workers who are permanent employees and various 
numbers of apprentices at dit:f'erent times. Shimaoka,, being able 
to speak English,, takes on foreign apprentices as well as Japanese 
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apprentices,, but insists that the foreign apprentices learn Japa-
nese as soon as possible for he tinda speaking English for a long 
period of time tiring. So tar Shimaoka's foreign apprentices have 
all adapted to Japanese life very well. He feels the reason for 
lll 
this is thet the apprentice's main geal is to learn pottery and 
since this bas always been £ultille<:t, sa.tisfaction has resulted. 
According to Shimaok:a's philosophy, pottery is created by the group, 
not by one individual, and the pottery from his· kiln can be eonsid-
ered as the results of the efforts of the group, not Shimaoka' s 
alone. "In this world a potter's name ia so valuable. People 
aometimea buy pottery Just for the name. Th• people 0£ the future 
will be the ones who deo1de the merits of a piece of pottel'Y, not 
the present people. 11 
Shimaoka is greatly concel'aed about the things produced in the 
community that he is part of. He says, "Noraall.7 1n order te pro.-
duce good pottel')', th• .following aspects a:re very important. Th ir 
Fig. $3. Shimaoka's residence and one ef his kilns. 
Crocks of glaze are sitting outside one of bis 
vo:rkrooms. 
importance ranks in o:rdel' as follows ••••• (l) clay, (2) £iring and 
(3) worlanansbip. However, the oppo~ite idea is governed by the 
present-day patrons; that is, according to them, werkmanship, (in-
dividualism), is taken seriously. This I cannot agree with." 
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In producing pottery, the mater1al.s ar most important. A 
wheel 1.s added; turned; clay is thl'own; various other things occuit 
and the piece is fired. All these take place no matter who is do-
ing the work. Laok of skill here means the dest~uetion ot whatever 
great idea was intended with no regard to th• above pl'eceases. 
Therefore, we cannot inst.st on individualit7 alone. 
As pottery has a long teJl'a tl'aditlon which was introduced into 
Japan t:rom China and Korea, we cannot ignore the paat. Shimaoka' 
philosophy 1s to develop his work with Jl\1Ch regard to the pa t. "It 
is a natural phenomenon to blend the model'n with the traditional. A 
piece of pottery should be convenient to use and also there should 
exist beauty in 1t." Products of the Shimaoka community kiln are 
absorbed in beauty and genuineness. 
Shimaoka has been abroad. two times~ the .first time to various 
places in Canada, America and Medco where ha had e:xbibi ts and the 
second time to America again where he was guest lectur•r and instruc-
tor at two colleges in California tor summer schools. On bis second 
return to Japan he stepped in Eutope and spent one week with Bernard 
Leach at St. Ives in England. During SbillBoka '• trav la be has 
gathered much material and employed it in his work altbc~gh he still 
Jig. S4. The simple, yet elegant workroom or Tatsuzo 
Shimaoka. 
Fig. 55. Shimaoka by one of his kilns. 
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Fig. $6. !'atsuzo Shimaoka; Wheel-thrown bottles and jars 
showing the typical. Shimaoka mi.shim.a application. 
Fig. $7. 'fatsuzo Shimaoka: Triangular slab bottles with 
wbeel-thrown necks. 
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11g. SS. 't•tsuzo Shimaok•: A teacup set for husband and 
wife. Famous Japanese petters rarely sign their 
work, however, they do sign the kiri wood boxes, 
the·reby increasing the value. - · 
maintains the distinctive Shillaoka style. 
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Pzioduo1ng pieces fer tbe ma117 yearly exhibits in Japan occu-
pies most of Sbiuoka's till9, regardless, be takes time from bis 
work to discuss pottery with the many viaiting ceramic enthusiasts 
who happen by. The simple, yet elegant, private workroom or SM.ma-
oka 's w1s one 1speet that p ·aatly impressed the author. Whereas 
most workrooms involved in the production of petttl'y in Japan are 
very cluttered, duty, damp and small.J Shimloka's wot"kroolll is large 
with a hot air be1ter and a stereo speaker system. Such comfort is 
only pertinent for the many hours, including nights, that Shimaoka 
ll6 
spends wo.rking.. .Although Sh:tmaoka does plan on an exhibit tn Boston 
in the s.pring of 1972, he has little deat:re· tor the export or his 
work; tb.e reasons being the wish to avotd the rei tape involved in 
exporting and the abundanee et eager purebasttrs in Japan regardless 
<i>t pri.ce.. To pftsonallt talk te Tatnzo Shimaoka ie to be 1.mmedi-
atel.1 impreased b7 the wal'll pel'sonal1t7 ot th.is man who, l>e1ng rela-
t.-1vel.y young now, is certain to be one ot tbe gl'eat potters of Japan. 
By the pl'evious mention o.f enly wel.l-known, older potters,, it 
would seem that Mashiko is a pottery village cona:tating of permanent 
employees of kilns, student-apprentioea and established potters alone. 
Thi• ts not the ca ee. lAte to the present eoonomo boom ot Japan and 
the affluent society•s appreeJ.ation tor the arts, there is room £0~ 
younger, relatively unknown potters., to earn a good living witheut 
te•-hing, (something almost unheard ot in the United States). Je .. 
•ause Mashiko 1s in the countl'y, there lls space t.o build a resf.,denee 
and kiln and an allltost 1Jmnldtate guar•ntee of sales pl'oviciing a cer-
tain quality is maintained.. Sli~h ts the ease et Shoji Ka•ta. 
lamota ctame to Mashiko twelve rear ago at th• age of twenty.-
six. Havimg studied under Kenkiehi Tolid.moto at the K1oto Mu~ipal 
Art College g•v• Xamota 1m:1ch esperienee 1n tne experimenta.l. tech-
niques of lyeto. Various exhibits have found the works of J(aJDOta 
on nume11ous occasions ineludtng the "Japan Art festivaltt in New York 
in 1960. Worldng alone with no wo!'kers or students is te iameta's 
Fig. 59. Shoji Kamota standing by bis 
kiln. 
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liking. In spite of the fact that .he was born and raised in Osaka, 
he finds the turmoil of the big city very unpleasant and prefers the 
quietness of the country for his work. Being an experimentalist,, 
Kamota works often in the coil and slab-method and currently his ex-
periments with the black clay of Iwate Prefecture, (northern Honshu), 
has taken much of his time. thus leaviruz his kiln te111Porarily idle. 
l.18 
Shoji Kamota is used here enly as an example of one young pot-
tar in Mashiko, £or there are other potter friends of Kamota's who 
are enjoying the same type of productive life and are equally sue-
cessful. 




The Mas:biko of today is v ry different from the Mashiko that 
Keizabure Otsuka knew. C:ompa:red to .to:rmer days, the rolling hills 
are somewllat denuded of trees due to the dem1nd of firewood for tbe 
kilns; however, the riee paddies borderee with plumes of bamboo are 
still present., sometimes reminding one ot an old Japanese wood block 
print. fhe town bas increased in population end the most modern 
conveniences are present. An average of three hours from 'fokyo by 
train or ear does net isolate Masbiko; however, the distamee is just 
great . enough to save the town frem traffio congestion, air pollution 
and other unpleasant conditions that plague large cities. These 
de.sirable qualities plus the traditional :reputations maintained by 
the f'ermei true ~3ei potters in addition te the more advanced tech-
niques of the artists baving terma.l education in ceramics have ble&d-
eti together with elements of meritabl• entel'prise management. . The 
result is something of economic and aestketie success. 
Merits are due t0 historical faets and tl:'aditions; and me:re 
profound are the people who are aetually involve& in the happenings 
of present-day Mashiko. '1'be workers and families of workers are 
all involved in the production of pottery. These people live from 
childhood on with objects of beauty around them constantly. The 
shep keepers and erokers maintain reputations of service that are 
duly considerate of tlle potters; the success 0£ tbis town does not 
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.forget the influences that have led to its success. Influences 
from such ancient pottery as .Ka~atsu ware and Sbiga~aki ware and 
the demand for pottery by the tea ceremony are oertainlf partia 11.y 
responsible for what 1s happening today. The Minge1 D!OVtment and 
the coming 01' teelmieally trained men such. as Hamada and Shimaoka, 
in edditien to the presenc• of natives of Mashi.ko, such as Sakuma 
and limura, have all blended together and resulted in the produc-
tion of world renowned pottery. The numerous potters have cer-
tainq profited by each others' presence, and their characteristic 
qualities have expanded without losing their indiv1dual1Stn. All 
the desirable elements or pottery tradition result in the attrac-
tion of young talent such a·S lamota and others like him who will 
eventually be the talented JRaStel'S or a future generation. The 
combined techniques as a result of knowledgable experimentation 
with th• added ingenuity and ambition will certainly result in 












MAP OF SEVEN JAPANESE IILIS 01 THE ISLANDS OF HONSHU AND KIUSHU 
laratsu - Sa1a Prefecture 
Biz en - Okaya.. PretectUl'e 
Tuba - HJoao Prefecture 
Shigar.ld. - Shiga Prefecture 
v~ 
I 
Iga - Mi• Prefecture 
Seto - Aichi Prefecture 
Mashiko - Tochigi Prefecture /~I 
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